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How to Use This Guide
This  preface  will  provide  important  contact
information, instructions for using this guide and the
software it documents.

The Company
Xpediter Technology, LLC would like to welcome you to the Xpediter Patrol
C/S  automated field reporting application.  It  is  a Windows based software
program designed to expedite the field reporting process of law enforcement
agencies.  The  program is  designed to  be powerful,  quick,  functional,  and
easy-to-use.  Its modular design is meant to accommodate future expansion,
new technologies, and unique customer requirements.  Our foremost goal is
always to create a user-friendly and functional program, so feedback from our
customers is important to us.  

Contacting Xpediter Technology 
LLC

For questions about  Xpediter  Patrol  C/S please see your
system administrator  or  contact  Xpediter  Technology,  LLC
during  normal  business  hours.   For  on-line  help,  go  to
www.Xpediter.com.

Our hours of operation (Monday-Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM,
Pacific Standard Time) by calling us toll free at:  1-800-303-
8974



This Guide
This user’s guide has been designed to provide administrative personnel and
users  with  answers  to  their  questions  and  procedures  for  utilizing  the
Xpediter  Patrol  C/S software.   It  is  assumed the reader has some basic
computer experience and will be entering and modifying data in the system
using primarily the keyboard and in some cases will not have a mouse at all.
Therefore, the topics are written with more emphasis on keyboard commands
than mouse commands.  It is assumed that users will be able to perform the
documented steps using their mouse even though the steps are documented
primarily for keyboard users.

Audience
This guide was designed for users of the Xpediter Patrol C/S program at all
levels, e.g., officers, supervisors, system administrators, etc.

Summary of Contents
Chapter 1  Introduction – This chapter contains an overview of important
features found in the Xpediter Patrol C/S software and a work process flow
model.

Chapter 2  Administration – This chapter contains a detailed explanation of
the system administrative commands in Xpediter Patrol C/S.

Chapter 3  Getting Started – This chapter describes the basic procedures
for logging onto the system.

Chapter 4  The Control Center – This chapter describes the purpose and
basic layout of the Control Center.

Chapter 5  Field Reporting Module – This Chapter describes the features
and functionality of the Field Reporting module.

Chapter  6   Transfer  Module –  This  Chapter  describes  the  features  and
functionality of the Transfer module.

Chapter  7   Approval  Module –  This  chapter  describes  the  features and
functionality of the Approval module.



Chapter 8  Messaging Module – This chapter describes the features and
functionality of the Messaging module.

Chapter  9   Reports  Module –  This  chapter  describes  the  features  and
functionality of the Reports module.

Chapter  10   Search  Module –  This  chapter  describes  the  features  and
functionality of the Search module.

Chapter 11  Officer’s Log Module – This chapter describes the features and
functionality of the Officer’s Log module.

Typographical Conventions
Bold 1)  Steps to be performed by the user

2)  Terms that are then defined
3)  Keys on the keyboard
4)  Names  of  dialog  boxes,  menu commands,  buttons  and

buttons

Italics Used to draw emphasis
Bold Italics Trademarked titles

Definition of Terms

Drop-down List –  A list of program-defined items that users can select to
populate the field it is attached to.

Local Database – A database that resides on the user's computer and not on
another computer or server.

MDC –  Mobile  Data  Computer  is  a  kind  of  computer  that  is  physically
mounted in police vehicles.

Mobile Client – A Mobile Client is a client that is not directly connected to the
Xpediter Server.  This is the system administrative term used for officers using
Xpediter  Patrol  C/S on the  computers in  their  vehicles,  such  as laptops.
Mobile Clients need to synchronize their data regularly because they do not
have a direct connection to the Xpediter Server.

Module –  A module is a part or piece of a program.  The primary modules
are:  Field Reporting, Approval, Messaging, Transfer, Reports, and Search.



Multiselect Lists – A multiselect list is a list that several
items can be selected from at the same time.  Selecting
multiple  items  from  this  type  of  list  is  usually
accomplished by using check boxes that are embedded
in the list next to each item, as shown in the example to
the right.

Other Feature – When the Other check box is selected
for an item listed in the Items table, that item will display a
small  text  box  allowing  you  to  type  in  text  to  provide
amplifying data.  The multi-select list in this example shows
the  "Other"  item  has  been  selected  indicating  that  the
additional  report  was  not  listed  in  the  list.   To  provide
additional  information  about  the  type  of  report  filed,  the
user  typed  in  the  word  "Impound"  indicating  that  an
Impound  Report  was  created.   This  feature  can  be
implemented on any item in the list by they agency’s system supervisor.

Search Database – The Search Database is a sub-database of the Xpediter
Server Database.  Simply put, it is key data from all cases on the Xpediter
Server Database needed to perform searches using the  Search Module.  It
does not  contain all  data,  such as narratives,  because the entire Xpediter
Server Database would be too large to load onto a Mobile Client's computer.

Xpediter Server Database – The Xpediter Server Database is the central
database that all data is stored to.  It resides on the Xpediter Server, which is
the central server for Xpediter Patrol C/S.

Xpediter  Server –  The  computer  designated  as  the  Xpediter  Server  is
considered the "control computer" for Xpediter Patrol C/S.  It contains the
main  database  and  server  application  for  the program.   All  administrative
changes should be made to the Xpediter Server.



Shortcut Keys
The following is a list of shortcut keys that can be used to access modules
and commands using the keyboard.  This list will note each shortcut key by
module.  The shortcut keys used to activate menus on the  Menu Bar will
remain the same for all modules.  

Shortcut keys are documented using a plus sign, which signifies that a key
should pressed and held while pressing the key identified after the plus sign.
For example, to activate the File menu from the menu bar, users would have
to first press and hold the 'Alt' key and then press and release the 'F' key.
Documenting the combination of keys for activating the File menu looks like
this:  'Alt + F'
 

 

In  addition  to  the  shortcut  keys  listed  above,  the  following  shortcut  key
conventions are also available:
 
Alt + Page Down and Alt + Page Up - used to navigate between tabs on a
screen or dialog box.
 



Tab - moves the cursor to the next field on screens and dialog boxes.
 
Shift + Tab - moves the cursor backward to the previous field on screens and
dialog boxes.
 
Enter - used to select OK buttons on prompts and dialog boxes.
 
Esc - used to select Cancel or Close buttons on prompts and dialog boxes.
 
Space Bar - used to select or clear check boxes.
 
Alt + Home - If there are two tables or grids on a screen, this convention will
activate the first of the two.
 
Alt + End - If there are two tables or grids on a screen, this convention will
activate the second of the two.



1  Introduction
This chapter contains an overview of important features
found in  the  Xpediter  Patrol  C/S software  and a work
process flow model.

AFR Redefined
Automated Field Reporting (AFR) has always been approached by providing
an automated medium for collecting data gathered in the field and organizing
it into comprehensive reports.  XT, LLC has taken AFR to a higher level by
not only providing a software solution that can collect and report data, but by
also providing a solution with the capability to perform the following unique
features:

 Synchronization - The ability to collect data from several officers in
the  field,  store  and  organize  that  data,  and  synchronize  that
information back out to all users. 

 Link  Analysis -  This  technology  provides  users  with  powerful
investigative  buttons  for  determining  relationships  between  data
stored on the Xpediter Server Database.  For example, a search on
the name of a victim might reveal that the agency has sent units to
the victim's house on several occasions for domestic disputes.  Links
to other cases regarding the victim will be listed, as well as the people
involved in those cases.

 Dynamic  Forms  – XT,  LLC has  developed forms that  expand or
contract based on the amount and type of data entered into it.  These
forms  can  be  created  by  XT,  LLC  to  meet  specific  reporting
requirements as specified by the customer.

 Automated  Data  Approval  Process -  All  cases  are  reviewed  by
supervisors to ensure that forms generated by officers are accurate
and  complete.   Cases  will  be  identified  through  the  entire  data
approval process from, Pending to Approved.



 Case Routing Groups - This feature is used to organize cases to be
routed to certain users in the system.  For example, an agency could
create a routing group called Auto Theft and all cases regarding auto
theft can be assigned to that routing group.  This is useful when a
division has several sub-divisions within it.

 System Management Reports - This feature provides administrators
and supervisors with the ability to generate management reports from
data stored on the database.   Some examples are:  reports for all
cases  entered  by  a  specific  user  or  division,  all  cases  that  are
pending approval, crimes committed on a certain day or by a certain
person or gang, a list of all inactive or active user accounts, etc.  The
type of data the administrator or supervisor retrieves determines the
type of report generated.

 Officer's Log - The Officer's Log allows the users to keep notes and
create reports  about  their  activities  during their  shift.   Additionally,
supervisors  can  utilize  this  feature  to  generate  reports  for  an
individual  officer's  number  of  arrests,  citations,  warnings,  or  field
interviews.

What is a Relational Database 
Program?
Xpediter  Patrol  C/S is  a  "Client/Server"  relational  database  computer
program, hence the initials, "C/S".  This program allows you to collect, store,
sort,  and retrieve data for cases and then print  the case information onto
forms or reports.  
 
The  term  "client"  is  used  to  identify  the  programs  loaded  on  to  a  user's
computer  that  "orders"  information from a central  storage  area located on
another computer.  The term "server" is used to identify the central computer
where all of that information is stored.  The "server" then "serves" it's "clients"
the information they requested on an "as-needed" basis.
 
The  word  "relational"  means  that  a  common  field  or  identifier  ties  all
appropriate fields in the database together.  One such identifier in  Xpediter
Patrol C/S is the case number.  
 



A  "database"  is  simply  a  place  where  data,  or  information,  is  stored.
Generally, data is organized into groups or categories to accommodate easy
retrieval.  If documents were haphazardly stored in a file cabinet it would be
difficult to sort through all the information to find what you were looking for.
By  organizing  files  using  folders,  it  is  easier  to  retrieve  the  desired
information.  Think of the case number as the folder where everything relating
to that case is organized.  
Relational databases allow you to enter information onto multiple forms, thus
eliminating the need to enter the same data over and over for each form, e.g.,
Name, Address, Phone, etc.  
 
WARNING
As with any database, care must be taken to protect data stored within.  This
is  done by creating a backup copy of  the Xpediter  Server  Database on a
regular basis.  
 
For recommendations on how to back up your database call XT, LLC.
 

The Xpediter Process
The basic process for documenting, reporting, routing, and storing information
related to cases is simplified by the Xpediter Patrol C/S program.  To view a
diagram of this process, see Process Diagram below.
 
An officer in the field collects incident or case data using the program's  Field
Reporting module and stores the data in a laptop computer or MDC (Mobile
Data Computer).  The officer can then return to the station to transfer the case
data to the network for review by a supervisor.  Or, the officer can meet a
supervisor  in  the  field  and  transfer  the  data  to  the  supervisor's  laptop
computer for review.  In either instance the transfer of data is accomplished
using the Data Transfer module.  Once the information is made available to
the supervisor it can be reviewed for approval by using the Approval module.
If  corrections  are  necessary,  a  message  is  sent  to  the  officer  via  the
program's  Messaging module (similar to email) informing the officer of the
necessary correction.  The officer can then modify any incorrect or incomplete
case information and resubmit  it  for approval.   Once case data has been
loaded  to  the  agency's  Xpediter  Server  Database  and  a  supervisor  has
approved the data, information is selected from that case and stored on the
Search Database.  The Search Database is then synchronized out to all of the
client computers on the system via the  Synchronization command on the
Admin menu.
 



Additionally,  the  Search module  provides  the  ability  to  search  for  related
cases concerning a particular person, gang, business, vehicle, property item,
location, or case M.O.  This module's "Link Analysis" technology provides the
ability to quickly see relationships between queried data.
 
All of these features are accessed from the program's Control Center.  To
learn more about the operation of these features see:  Chapter 4  The Control
Center.

Process Diagram
 



2  Administration
This  chapter  contains  a  detailed  explanation  of
the system administrative commands in Xpediter
Patrol C/S.

Administration Overview
The administrative commands of Xpediter Patrol C/S can be accessed from
the  Admin menu.   The  modules  contained  within  the  administrative
commands  allow  each  agency  to  configure  the  application  to  meet  their
specific needs.
 
CAUTION
When  operating  in  a  "computer  network"  environment,  all administrative
functions should be performed on the Xpediter Server.  The Xpediter Server
is  considered  the  "control  computer"  in  Xpediter  Patrol  C/S.   If  any
administrative changes are to be made, they must be made on the central
server and all databases on client computers (including Mobile Clients) should
be synchronized from it.
 
 

WARNING
As with any database, care must be taken to protect data stored within.  This
is  done by creating a backup copy of  the Xpediter  Server  Database on a
regular basis.  
 
The following administrative functions are available from the Admin menu:

• Modifying Access Groups

• Modifying Data Collection Lists

• Updating Agency Information

• Updating the User Roster

• Synchronizing Databases

• Updating Penal Codes

• Modifying Institutions

• Narrative Templates



• Search Table Maintenance



Modifying Access Groups
This  command  controls  the  various  Xpediter  Patrol  C/S security  access
groups that are used by your agency.  These security groups have access to
particular rights within the program.  Each system right allows or denies a
user the ability to access a particular feature in the program or specific types
of data in the database.  The system has five basic default access groups.
Default access groups can be modified, but the list of system rights are set by
the program and cannot be changed.  Additionally,  access groups can be
both added or deleted from the system.
 

To Modify Security Access Groups:
1. From the  Admin menu, select the  Modify  Access command.  The

following screen will be displayed. 

2. From the Access Group list, select the desired access group.  The
Group Access Rights and Group Description fields will change to
display the related information for the selected access group.



NOTE

 The Group Description field must contain a description.
 

3. From the  Group Access Rights list,  select or remove the desired
access right for the selected group by clicking on the access right's
check box or using the Spacebar. 

4. The access group modifications will be saved once the program is
closed or another module in the program is selected.

For more information about adding or deleting Access Groups see:

• How to Add a New Access Group
• How to Delete an Access Group

To Add a New Access Group:

1. From the Admin menu, select the Modify Access command.   

2. From the Dynamic toolbar, click on the ADD  button.  The Add
Group dialog box will display. 

3. Enter the name of the new access group in the Group field. 

4. Press the Tab key on the keyboard.  The cursor will advance from the
Group field to the Description field. 

5. In  the  Description field,  enter  a  brief  description  about  the  new
access group.

6. To finish adding the access group, click on the OK button.

OR 

To cancel the new entry, click on the Cancel button. 

7. To continue adding access groups, repeat steps 2-6. 



8. Now go to the Access Groups Rights grid and select the rights to be
assigned to each group created.  Click on the checkbox to select an
access right or use the Spacebar.

9. The new access group(s) will be saved once the program is closed
or another module in the program is selected.

To Delete an Access Group:

1. From the Admin menu, select the Modify Access option. 

2. From the Access Group list, select the access group to be deleted.
 

CAUTION
If  users  were  assigned to  the deleted access group,  then those
users must be reassigned to another access group.

3. From the  Dynamic  toolbar,  click  on the  DELETE  button.   A
warning  will  display  prompting  the  administrator  to  confirm  the
deletion.   

4. To finish deleting the access group, click on the OK button. 

OR 

To cancel the deletion, click on the Cancel button.

5. To continue deleting access groups, repeat steps 2-4. 

6. The  corrections  will  be  saved  once  the  program  is  closed  or
another module in the program is selected.

Default Access Groups
Below, are the default access groups that come with the standard installation
of Xpediter Patrol C/S.  These groups are only an example of how you may
want to set up your system.  Each group should be reviewed and edited to
meet the specific needs of your agency. 
 



SysAdmin -  This group is for the system administrator(s)  of  the program.
This  group  has  maximum  control  and  should  have  access  to  the  entire
program.  
 

WARNING
The SysAdmin group should not be deleted and at least one person
should always be assigned to it. 

 
Supervisor - This group is normally used for the highest line officer and has
access  to  almost  all  of  the  system  functions  except  for  the  system
administration functions.
 
WatchCom - This group is normally used for Watch Commanders. This group
has  access  to  other  officers'  cases  and  has  approval  rights  within  their
group/division.  
 
Support - This group is normally used for support type personnel assisting
officers on field reporting functions.  They have access to other officer's cases
and documents. 
 
Officer -  This  group  is  normally  used  for  officers  and  has  basic  security
access to the system, which is used for field reporting and related functions.
 

System Access Rights
Each access group created in Xpediter should be assigned a set of access
rights to the application.  In order for a user to access certain features or data
in Xpediter Patrol C/S, the user needs to be given permission by the system
administrator.  For example, an officer wanting to view another officer's cases
must be granted that specific access right within the program.  
 
A list  of  system access  rights  is  provided  in  the  System Access Rights
screen.   This  list  of  access  rights  is  not modifiable  by  agencies.   These
access rights  have  been implemented by the direct  feedback of  agencies
using Xpediter throughout the years.  The following is a list of the available
access rights:



WARNING
The SysAdmin group must always have access to the Access Group
Right.  If it is removed, you will  not be able to change the Access
Groups and rights within the system.  If this occurs contact Technical
Support at XT, LLC.



Modifying Data Collection Lists
The Modify Data Collection Lists command allows the system administrator
to  edit  the  contents  of  drop-down  and multiselect  lists  and  provides  the
administrator  with  the  flexibility  to,  if  needed,  allow  free-form  text  to  be
entered into fields controlled by a list box.  It also provides added functionality
of determining if associated Codes should be displayed in the lists.
 
Xpediter Patrol C/S collects the data entered by its users and stores that
information in its database.  Some of the collected data must be consistent
when entered.  For example, one officer might try to enter the full name of a
state  while  another  officer  might  prefer  to  enter  the  abbreviation.
Inconsistency in data entry may create problems later when trying to recall or
search for the information.  To solve this problem certain fields in this program
have drop-down lists attached to them that provide a list  of predetermined
choices for the field.  This provides a great deal of consistency to the data
entered, but it also limits the user.  Therefore, if data needs to be entered into
a field controlled by a drop-down list  that  does not  contain  the necessary
selection, the system administrator can go in and modify the list to contain the
needed item.  The same can be done for most multiselect lists.  However,
there are some lists that cannot be changed because they are "hard coded,"
meaning  they  are  necessary  for  the  program  to  function  properly  or  are
required for printing reports.
 

How To Modify Data Collection Lists:
 

1. From the  Admin menu,  select  the  Modify  Data  Collection  Lists
command.   The Control  Center  window will  change to  display the
appropriate fields. 



2. There are two grids in the Modify Data Collection Lists module:  
 

• Lists -  displays  the  drop-down  lists  found  throughout  the
application available for modification.   

• Items  - displays the items found in the selected list. 
 

3. In the Description column of the Lists table, click on the title of the
drop-down list you wish to modify.  The Items table will change to list
the  items  available  in  the  list.   The  Description  is  set  by  the
application and cannot be modified.

4. At this point there are several modifications available to the system
administrator.  Choose from one of the following courses of action:

 
• Modify How a List Operates 
• Add an Item to a List 
• Remove an Item from a List 
• Activate or Deactivate an Item on a List 

 
NOTE
For Drop Down lists, you will want to make sure that there is a blank
item in the list.  For Multi-Select lists, you do not to have blank items
in the list. 



Modify How a List Operates
The  Lists table in  the  Modify Data Collection Lists module  contains six
columns containing check boxes that toggle on and off different options for
how a selected drop-down list operates and/or displays data.

1. To modify how a list operates, ensure the steps in the topic How to
Modify Data Collection Lists has been completed before performing
the steps in this topic.  

2. Select one or several check boxes from the following list:
 

• AO - Allow "other text" to be entered into a field besides
the list  items in the drop-down list.  Fields containing drop-
down lists that are "other text" enabled, are noted by an "*"
asterisk next to the name of the field. 

• SA - Sort items in the drop-down list alphabetically. 
• CB1 - Display Code 1 information "before" the list item. 
• CA1 - Display Code 1 information "after" the list item. 
• CB2 - Display Code 2 information "before" the list item. 
• CA2 - Display Code 2 information "after" the list item.

 
3. The list modifications will be saved once the program is closed or

another module in the program is selected.  

Adding an Item to a List
If users find a drop-down list, which does not contain an item necessary for
accurately entering data, then the system administrator can add the item to
the list.
 

1. To add an item to a list, ensure the steps in the topic How to Modify
Data  Collection  Lists  have  been  completed  before  performing  the
steps in this topic.   

2. Click on the ADD   button.  A new row will appear at the bottom
of the  Items table prompting the administrator to enter the name of
the new list item. 

3. Type the name for the new list item in the Description column. 



4. There are  four  other  columns in  the  Items table  that  are  used  to
modify how a list item functions or displays when selected.  They are
defined as follows:

 
• Code 1 -  This  is  a  field  that  is  provided to  allow agencies to

assign  codes to  items in  lists.   Often  Code  1  is  used  on  the
printed reports or correlates to codes in RMS databases. 

• Code 2 - This provides an additional field which allows agencies
to assign codes to items in lists. 

• Active - This check box must be selected in order for the item to
be displayed in the list.   If  an item in a list  is  not  needed, the
check box can be cleared to keep the item from displaying in the
list.

 
NOTE:
Items  that  have  been  deactivated  will  still  display  and  print
properly on forms that used that item. 

 
• Other - This check box toggles the free form text feature on and

off for items in a  multiselect list.  When selected, a small 20-
character field will  display next to the item allowing the user to
provide amplifying information for the selected item.  To see a
picture of a multi-select list with the other feature enabled for the
item named "other" then click here.

Removing an Item from a List
An item added to a list in Xpediter Patrol C/S can never be removed.  If an
item was removed, then reports that used that item would not print properly.
Therefore,  the  Active feature can be used to remove the item from view,
without removing it from the database.  When this checkbox is deselected,
that item is Inactive in the system.
 

Activating or Deactivating Items on a List
Items  in  lists  can  be  deactivated  to  prevent  them from being  selected  or
activated to allow them to be selected.  The reasons for not simply removing
the item is explained in further detail in Removing an Item from a List.

1. Ensure the steps in the topic How to Modify Data Collection Lists has
been completed before performing the steps in this topic.   



2. In the Active column of the Items table, clear or select the check box
associated with the desired item.

3. The list modifications will be saved once the program is closed or
another module in the program is selected.

Updating Agency Information

This command is the hub of administration concerning the structure of your
agency.   This  is  where  the  system administrator  defines,  User  ID length,
Routing Groups, Divisions,  Substations,  General  Agency Information,  Case
Templates, etc. 

How to Update Agency Information
This option allows general agency information to be modified.  
 

1. From the  Admin menu, select the Update Agency command.  The
appropriate fields will display on the Control Center window.   



2. Depending on the information to be updated, select from one of the
following five tabs:

 
• Agency Tab
• Machines Tab
• System Tab
• Task Server Tab
• Template Tab
• Forms Tab

Agency Tab
The  Agency tab  contains  fields  for  entering  general  agency  information.
Many of these fields simply provide default information for generating reports.
Click here to see a list of the definitions for the fields on the Agency tab.  This
tab also allows administrators (as described below) to add or delete routing
groups, substations, or divisions.
 

To Change General Agency Information:
 



1. To change general  agency information,  ensure the  Agency tab is
selected.  

2. Click in the desired field. 

3. Enter or update the agency's information.  Any fields left blank will not
print on the agency's forms. 

4. The changes on the Agency tab will be saved once the program is
closed or another module in the program is selected. 

OR  

5. To undo the changes made to any of the Agency tab fields, click on

the UNDO  button on the Dynamic toolbar.
 
 

To Add or Delete Routing Groups, Substations,
or Divisions:
 

1. Ensure the Agency tab is selected and click on the ADD  button
on the Dynamic toolbar.  A submenu will display. 

2. From the  ADD button submenu, select  Add  Routing Group,  Add
Substation,  or  Add  Division.   The  appropriate  dialog  box  will
display.

3. Enter the name of the substation, division, or routing group, and any
other relevant information.  To complete the entry, click on the  OK
button.  The new information will display in the appropriate tables on
the Agency tab.  To prevent the entry, click on the Cancel button. 

4. If a substation, division, or routing group is to be deleted, simply click

on it's name to highlight it and click on the DELETE  button.  A
submenu will display. 

5. From the DELETE button submenu, select either Delete Substation,
Delete Division, or Delete Routing Group.  A prompt will display for
confirmation of the deletion. 



6. To  confirm  the  deletion,  click  on  the  OK button.   To  prevent  the
deletion, click on the Cancel button.

 
 

Agency Tab - Field Definitions

The following definitions relate to the fields on the Agency tab of the Update
Agency screen:
 

NOTE:
Any fields left blank will not print on the agency's forms (if used).

 
• Agency - contains the name of the agency that purchased Xpediter

Patrol C/S.  This field is programmed into the software and cannot be
changed.  If the agency name requires a correction please contact
Impact Solutions.  

• Agency Abbreviation - enter the 4-digit agency abbreviation.  
• Department - enter department name. 
• District - enter district name. 
• Jurisdiction - enter jurisdiction name. 
• Judicial District - enter judicial district name. 
• NCIC Number - enter NCIC number. 
• ORI Number - enter ORI number. 
• ORI City Code - enter ORI city code. 
• Routing Group - used to enter sub-groups, i.e., Bureau, or Division,

within  an  agency  strictly  for  the  purpose  of  routing  cases.   For
example, all gang related cases may need to be routed to detectives
assigned to a gang bureau. 

• Substation -  this  optional  field  is  used  to  enter  station  location
information  for  reporting  purposes.   For  example,  an  agency  with
different station locations could display the name of which ever station
generated the report. 

• Division - used to enter the names of divisions within an agency.  For
example, your agency might contain a Patrol, Detective, Records, and
Support Divisions.

Machine Tab
From the Machine tab, administrators can configure which computer will act
as the Xpediter Servers.  Select the Add button to enter the name or the IP
addresses for the Task Server.  This information is necessary if transmitting



cases via the network.

In the grid, add in the machine name or IP address where the Task Server will
be running to conduct synchronization and transfer processes. Choose TASK
for the Server Type.  Normally, these would be the same computers unless
your  agency  has  a  large  configuration  that  you  would  want  to  run  these
processes on separate machines.

The  Task Server is an executable that must run in the background of the
Xpediter  Patrol  C/S application  in  order  to  conduct  synchronization  and
wireless transfer processes.

Notes From ‘Windows Help’ on TCP/IP

A 32-bit address used to identify a node on an IP internetwork.  Each node on
the IP internetwork must be assigned a unique IP address, which is made up
of  a  network  identifier  and  a  host  identifier.   This  address  is  typically
represented in dotted-decimal notation, with the decimal value of each octet



separated by a period, for example, 192.168.7.27.

In Windows 2000, you can configure the IP address statically or dynamically
through DHCP. 

To find the IP address of a computer conduct the following steps.  Go to the
Windows Start Button.  Select Programs, Accessories, Command Prompt.  At
the DOS prompt, type in IPCONFIG.  The system will  then display your IP
address.



System Tab
From the System tab, administrators can configure which computer will act as
the default Xpediter Task Server for the agency as well as define the number
of characters allowed in the User ID field during the process of logging on to
the program's database.

The Login ID Length determines the number of characters you can use for
the system login ID.  The maximum number of characters that can be entered
is 10.  Do not set this to zero or users will not be able to log into the system!

The Do NOT Show CAD Interface checkbox is for those agencies that have
purchased a CAD interface module.   Select  this  check box on the server
machine only.  Client computers using CAD should  not have this checkbox
selected.

The Second Printer drop down can be used to select a second printer to print
from along with the default printer in Windows. This could be a 3rd-party PDF
driver for printing forms to a file.

You  should  select  just  one computer  as  the  control  computer  where  the
master configuration of the program and the mastering of data are performed.



Only  one  computer  in  your  agency  should  be  designated  as  the  control
computer.  If  you have a network,  the network server computer should be
configured as the Control Computer.  (Note:  all workstations hooked up to the
network will point to the server machine and will be depicted as the Control
Computer.)   Selecting  the  Control  Computer checkbox  in  this  panel
designates this as the Control  Computer.  All  agency system configuration
information such as lists, rosters, access groups, narrative templates, agency
information, and penal codes are done on this computer. 

The control computer is also where the system creates the Search Database.
The Search Database is a subset of data created from all case information
collected  on the control  computer.   The  Search Database is  used in  the
Search Module and on  Auto  Searches on a  person’s  name,  a  vehicle’s
license number/VIN, or a serial number/owner assigned number for an item of
property.   Data  can  be  mastered  in  two  ways.   The  system can  master
information from approved folders only or from all folders, whether or not they
have been approved.  

If you select to master only approved cases, leave the Days field set to zero
(0).  If you wish to master all data whether or not the case has been approved,
enter the number of days after which you would like the system to master the
data in the Days field.  For example, enter 7 in the Days field if you wish to
master folder data after 7 days.

The Search and administrative databases should be synchronized from the
control computer onto all laptops or desktops to ensure that each computer is
using the most current agency and case information. 

Note:  Overwriting errors can occur if more than one computer is designated
as the control computer.  For example, if a laptop has the control computer
checkbox  selected  data  from  that  laptop  can  overwrite  the  data  on  the
network, if the synchronization is done incorrectly.

The  Narrative Default button allows you to set the default font you wish to
use when entering narratives on forms.  The available fonts will be contingent
upon those fonts loaded onto your computer.

The  Editor Type allows you to use Microsoft Word or the systems generic
word processor application.  Please note that if using Microsoft Word, it will
take longer for the narrative screens to appear since it is loading the Word
application.  You must also have Microsoft Word installed on the computer in
order to use it as the default narrative word processor.

The Transfer Default section allows you to set the default configurations for
the transfer of case information.  

 The Default Task Server is the location where the Task Server



resides and is also generally the default location for the network
server or control computer.  Note:  This must be set in order for
the synchronization process to operate properly.

 The  Wireless  Server  Port  is  the  port  location  where  transfer
requests from the client to the server are sent through.  

 The  Wireless Log Maximum Line is the maximum number of
lines that you wish the Wireless log to be. 

Task Server Tab
The Task Server tab is used to set the general configuration settings for the
Task Server.  The Task Server must be running on the control computer when
conducting synchronizations on the Control Computer or transferring cases.

On the first General tab, you can probably leave the default settings as is.

 The  Port  Number  is  used  for  TCP/IP.   If  you  have  another
application that listens in on this port, you may want to change
this.

 The Client Time Out is when the application tries to connect to
the Task Server after this period of time.

 The Time Out Interval  is  how often the application checks the
Task Server.

 The Log Events depicts the type of events that are put into the
Log Event Report.

 The Max Log Lines is the maximum number of lines that can be
retained in the Log Event Report.

 The Prompt if  Case List to be Returned is Greater than ___ is
used in the Wireless Transfer.  It prompts the officer when the
system is trying to transfer cases and the number exceeds this
number.  This prevents the user from tying up the CDPD lines.



Task Server/Synchronization Tab

The Task Server/ Synchronization tab is used to define the synchronization
settings for the system.  You can set the number of days/hours and the time
when you wish the system to automatically create synchronization files and
where to send those files to.  

Creating synchronization files can be done on an hourly or daily basis.  For



example, if you wish to create synchronization files on a daily basis, set this to
1 day.

NOTE:
If you do not want the system to automatically create synchronization
files, set it to synch every ‘0’ days. 

The Browser button to the right of the Create synchronization file in path
field allows you to use the file browser to enter the path you wish to send
synchronization files.

NOTE:
For first time administrators, a path describes the route the Windows
operating  system  follows  from  the  root  through  the  hierarchical
structure to locate a folder, directory, or file.  To indicate a path, type
first the drive name (e.g., C:, E:, H:, etc.) followed by a colon and a
backslash (E:\).   Then enter  the name of  each directory and sub-
directory separating each with a back slash (\).  
 
For Example:  

C:\Program Files\Xpediter CS\Sync



Template Tab

The Template tab is used to define the format by which users can enter their
case numbers. A template can be customized for each Case Type that exists.
Select the  Refresh button to update the list with new case types. The case
number format options and their  definitions are displayed in the  Template
Characters Reference list.  A graphic of that list is shown below.

 
NOTE:
If  your template uses a character twice,  such as two "--"  hyphens,
enter  the  template  character  twice.   For  example,  if  the  default
character entered into the Default Characters field is a hyphen then
use the "X" template character twice in the template character field.

 
The Case Template tab contains four fields:
 

• Template - used to enter the desired character formats as shown in
the Template Characters list (shown above). 



• Default Characters - used to enter a character such as a hyphen or
forward slash that will be unchangeable in the name or the case (in
the image below the default character is a hyphen). 

• Sample Case Number - used to display a preview of how the case
name  will  appear  (in  the  image  below  the  sample  defied  by  the
system administrator is 00-0000). 

 

 

NOTE:
The  Xpediter  Patrol  C/S  application  does  not  sequentially  assign
case numbers.

 



Forms Tab
The Forms tab displays a list of forms created by the XT, LLC development
team in compliance with specifications of the agency purchasing the Xpediter
Patrol C/S program (standard forms might be listed instead).

 
The system administrator can choose to make forms available to their users
by selecting the  Active check box for the desired forms.  To prevent users
from selecting a form from the Available forms list, simply clear the Active
check box for the desired form.



Updating the User Roster
The  Update  Roster command  allows  administrators  to  create  new  user
profiles, update existing user profiles, and activate or deactivate user profiles.
Generally,  all  users  have  access  to  basic  roster  information;  however,
changing access rights for other users can only be done by administrators or
division supervisors.  

 

How To Update the User Roster:
 

1. From the  Admin menu, select the  Update  Roster command.  The
following screen will be displayed.



2. From the list of users, select the name of the user you wish to update.
The fields on the  User  Information tab will  change to display the
information for the user selected.  If adding another user, see Adding
Users to the Roster.  If activating or deactivating a user, see Activate
or Deactivate Users on the Roster.

3. On the User Information tab, enter the necessary updates.   

WARNING:
All users must be assigned to at least one division and one access
group.

  
4. If necessary, go to the  Access  Rights/Divisions tab and enter the

necessary changes.

5. If routing groups are being used click on the Routing Groups tab and
enter the necessary changes.

 
NOTE:
If  the  Available  Routing  Groups list  is  blank,  groups must  be
defined  using  the  Update  Agency command  from  the  Admin
menu.

 
 

7. Continue Steps 1 through 6 until all updates to the user roster have
been completed.   

8. Once all  updates have been made, they can be saved by  closing
Xpediter Patrol C/S or by selecting another module.

 
  

Adding Users to the Roster

1. From the Admin menu, select the Update Roster command.

2. From the Dynamic toolbar click on the ADD  button.   

3. A new row will appear at the bottom of the table of users denoted by

the asterisk  in the row header and the User Information tab will
become active. 



4. On  the  User  Information tab,  enter  the  new  user's  information.
Fields shaded light blue are mandatory fields. 

5. The System ID field is what the system uses as the unique identifier
for users.  You cannot have users with the same System ID number.

6. Xpediter  Patrol  C/S uses  Interbase  6.1  as  its  default  database.
Some  agencies  may  have  purchased  another  database  such  as
Oracle to be used with the application. The Database area allows you
to enter the Login ID and Password for the database.  For the Login
ID enter sysdba and for the Password, enter  masterkey  are used
as a default and you do not have to re-enter this information.  If your
system administrator is familiar with Interbase, you can change the
default ID and password.

 
WARNING:
All users must be assigned to at least one division and one access
group.

 
 

5. Click on the Access Rights/Divisions tab.  Notice the new user has
been automatically assigned to their primary division as selected from
the User Information tab.   

6. Define the level of access the user will have to their primary division
by pressing  the  Tab key on the  keyboard  to  activate  the  Access
Group column. 

7. From  the  Access  Group drop-down   list,  select  one  of  the
available access groups.  The access rights available to the selected
access group can be viewed from the Modify  Access command on
the Admin menu.   

8. If routing groups are being used then click on the  Routing  Groups
tab  and  select  the  desired  routing  group  from  the  available  list,
otherwise skip to Step 9. 

NOTE:
If the Available Routing Groups list is blank, groups must be defined
using the Update Agency command from the Admin menu.

 
 



9. The new user information will be saved once the program is closed
or another module in the program is selected.

Activate or Deactivate Users on the Roster
Sometimes it becomes necessary to deactivate users on the roster or activate
users that have been deactivated.  A user ID that has been Deactivated will
prevent the user from logging on to the Xpediter Server Database.
 

1. From the Admin menu, select the Update Roster command. 

2. From the list of users, select the name of the user you wish to activate
or deactivate.  The fields on the User Information tab will change to
display the information for the user selected.   

3. From the Dynamic toolbar,  click  on the  ACTIVATE   button to
activate a user that has been deactivated.   

OR

Click on the DEACTIVATE  button to deactivate an active user
ID.  

4. The changed user information will  be  saved once the program is
closed or another module in the program is selected.



Synchronizing Databases
An agency's Xpediter Server contains a database where all of the information
ever gathered for cases resides.  This database is called the Xpediter Server
Database.  The information stored on this database changes every day, i.e.,
new data is being added or existing data is being modified.  
 
The term "Client" is used to define a user that accesses information directly
from the Xpediter Server Database.  Because a Client is connected directly to
the  Xpediter  Server  Database  any  changes  that  they  make  are  reflected
immediately.  
 
The term "Mobile Client" is used to define a user that does not have a direct
connection to the agency's Xpediter Server Database and creates or changes
data on their local database only.  Once Mobile Client data is transferred to
the agency's Xpediter Server Database (and the data has been mastered), a
subset of data is extracted and saved to another database on the Xpediter
Server called the "Search Database."  It  is the Search Database that gets
synchronized out to all Mobile Client computers.  This allows Mobile Clients to
search for information on all cases in the Xpediter Server Database with the
most current data available.
 
The process of synchronizing the Search Database out to all Mobile Clients is
important and should be performed at designated times set by the agency
according to case load and system configuration changes.  Most agencies
synchronize the mobile unites at the beginning of each officer's shift.  

Additionally, administrative or system configuration changes, such as roster
changes,  modifications  to  data  collection  lists,  updates  to  penal  codes,
narrative  templates,  etc.,  will  be updated to  the Mobile  Clients'  computers
during the synchronization process.

The first synchronization file is normally conducted after you have configured
the  application  to  meet  your  agency’s  needs  and  this  is  done  manually.
Configuration  will  consist  of  adding  in  new  users,  modifying  the  access
groups,  penal  codes,  narrative  templates,  and  lists.   Thereafter,  you  can
depend on the automated process to create the synchronization files. 

The basic premise of Synchronization is to provide the mobile clients with the
current system configurations and Search Database for queries.  The general
workflow would be that the first synchronization file is manually created by the
system supervisor and provided to the mobile clients via CDPD, direct hook-
up or diskettes/CD.  



Thereafter,  the system automatically creates the synchronization files on a
designated folder on the server machine.  These files can then be picked up
by the officers in the field via CDPD, direct hook-up, or diskette/CD.  If the
process  is  done  via  CDPD  or  through  a  direct  hook-up,  the  system  will
automatically know which files need to be sent to the client machine and is an
automated  process.   If  the  officer  depends  on  diskettes  as  a  means  of
updating his mobile  client  it  will  be a bit  more labor  intensive since it  will
require that the officer to know what was the last synchronized file.  Burning
all of the synchronization files onto a CD and providing that to the officers
would also be another excellent alternative since a large number of *.zip files
can be copied onto one CD.
Synchronization is a special process within the Xpediter Patrol C/S application
that allows mobile or stand-alone computers to operate using the same 
Administrative and Search Database throughout your agency.  

One computer at your agency must be designated as a Server/Control 
Computer.  

 If you have a network environment, the Server Computer is where
you must conduct the initial configurations.  

 If you are operating in a peer-to-peer environment, you must 
designate one computer to be the Server/Control Computer.  

 If you are not network and have several stand-alone computers, 
one computer must be designated as the Server/Control 
Computer.

 If you have just one computer in your agency, this must be 
designated as the Server/Control Computer, but you will not need
to conduct synchronizations.

Who needs to conduct Synchronizations?

 Any computer that operates in a stand-alone fashion such as a 
mobile laptop or any desktop that is not hooked up to a network 
should be synchronized to the Server/Control Computer.

Who does NOT need to conduct Synchronizations?

 If all of your computers are hooked up to the network and are 
using the application through the network, accessing the server 
database, you do not need to conduct synchronizations.

 If you only have one computer at your agency, you do not need to
conduct synchronizations.

 If you do not want to share your data in any matter between 
stand-alone computers, you do not have to conduct 
synchronizations.



What do I have to do to start synchronizing my stand-alone computers?

 One computer needs to be designated as the Server/Control 
Computer.

 All administrative agency configurations such as entering in all 
Users, making List items modifications, entering narrative 
templates, etc. should be entered onto the Server/Control 
computer prior to the initial synchronization.

 All Cases created throughout the agency on Stand-Alone 
machines are transferred to the Server/Control Computer.  On 
this Server/Control Computer, the Search Database is created.  
The Search Database is a subset of case information that is 
synchronized out to all mobile units for conducting Auto-Searches
and in the Search Module.

 Properly configure the application as outlined below prior to 
conducting the Synchronization or you will receive errors.

 Do not add users or make administrative configurations such as 
changing lists on each computer.  This should only be done on 
the computer designated as the Server/Control Computer.  

 You must know the computer name or IP address of the 
Server/Control computer.

Basic 1-2-3 Steps
1. Make sure that one computer is set up as a Control Computer.  If you 

have a network, this would be the server machine.

2. Go to the Update Agency module.  Go to the Machine tab.

3. Enter an IP address or computer name for the Task Server.

4. Go to the System Tab.  (This is where you can also select a machine 
to be the Control Computer.)

5. In the Default Task Server field, select the IP Address or computer 
name that you entered in Step 3.

6. Go to the Task Server tab.

7. Select the Synchronize tab.

8. Enter appropriate information as to how often you wish the system to 
automatically create synchronization files.  If you want to turn this 
option off, enter ‘0’.



9. Use the Browse button to enter the path where you wish the system 
to automatically send the Synchronization files.

10. Go to the Admin menu option and select Synchronization.

11. Select the Synch button.  This will now create a synchronization file.  
The synch files will be named XPDV*.zip.

12. If you wish to create a Full Database Synchronization file select the 
Create Full Database Synch Volume option and then the Synch 
button.

13. Copy the Synchronization files to a diskette.

14. Take the diskette to a standalone machine and go to the 
Synchronization module.

15. Select the Synch button.

Server/Control  Computer  System
Configuration

The following are detailed steps on how and why you conduct 
synchronizations. 

You must first properly set up the Server/Control computer prior to 
conducting synchronizations in order to avoid errors.  Follow the steps 
outlined below to set up the system.  You must have System 
Administrator rights in order to access the following screens.

1. From the Admin Menu, go to the Update Agency menu item.

2. Now select the Machine tab.  Select the Add button.  

3. Select the Add Task Server option.  The Task Server is a 
Windows Service that must run in the background of the Xpediter
Patrol C/S application in order to conduct synchronization and 
wireless transfer processes. 

4. Enter the name of the Server or the IP address for the Server.

5. If you are entering the Name of the Server do not enter any 
backslashes  (\ \), just the computer name.  Example:  
ABCSERVER



NOTE:  From ‘Windows Help’ on TCP/IP

A 32-bit address used to identify a node on an IP internetwork.  Each 
node on the IP internetwork must be assigned a unique IP address, 
which is made up of a network identifier and a host identifier.  This 
address is typically represented in dotted-decimal notation, with the 
decimal value of each octet separated by a period, for example, 
192.168.7.27.

In Windows 2000, you can configure the IP address statically or 
dynamically through DHCP. 

To find the IP address of a computer conduct the following steps.  Go 
to the Windows Start Button.  Select Programs, Accessories, 
Command Prompt.  At the DOS prompt, type in IPCONFIG.  The 
system will then display your IP addressfile.

6. Now go to the System tab.  Administrators can configure which 
computer will act as the Xpediter Server for the agency by 
selecting the Control Computer Checkbox.  Just ONE computer 
should be set as a Control Computer within your agency.



If you have a network, the network server computer should be 
configured as the Control Computer.  (Note:  all workstations 
hooked up to the network will point to the server machine and will 
be depicted as the Control Computer.)  Selecting the Control 
Computer checkbox in this panel designates this as the Control 
Computer.  All agency system configuration information such as 
lists, rosters, access groups, narrative templates, agency 
information, and penal codes are done on this computer.  

The control computer is also where the system creates the 
Search Database.  The Search Database is a subset of data 
created from all case information collected on the control 
computer.  The Search Database is used in the Search Module 
and on Auto Searches on a person’s name, a vehicle’s license 
number/VIN, or a serial number/owner assigned number for an 
item of property.  Data can be mastered in two ways.  The system
can master information from approved folders only or from all 
folders, whether or not they have been approved.  

NOTE:



Overwriting errors can occur if more than one computer is designated as 
the control computer.  For example, if a laptop has the control 
computer checkbox selected data from that laptop can overwrite the 
data on the network, if the synchronization is done incorrectly.

7. Go to the Default Task Server field and enter the location where 
the Task Server resides and is also generally the default location 
for the network server or control computer.  This should be the 
same machine name or IP address that you entered in step 4.  
This must be set in order for the synchronization process to 
operate properly.

8. Now go to the Task Server Tab.  Then select the Synchronize 
tab as shown in the screen below.

On this screen you can set the synchronization settings for the
system.   You can set  the number of  days/hours  and the time
when  you  wish  the  system  to  automatically  create
synchronization files and where to send those files.  

Creating synchronization files can be done on an hourly or daily
basis.  For example, if you wish to create synchronization files on
a daily  basis,  set  this  to  1  day.   If  you only  synchronize  your
standalone machine weekly you should set this to 7 days.

NOTE:
If you do not want the system to automatically create 
synchronization files, set it to synchronize every ‘0’ days.



9. Now enter the path where you want the synchronization files to 
be sent to.  Use the Browser button to the right of the Create 
synchronization file in path field to enter the path you wish to 
send synchronization files.  (You may want to create a special 
Synchronization Folder using Windows Explorer.)

NOTE:
For first time administrators, a path describes the route the 
Windows operating system follows from the root through the 
hierarchical structure to locate a folder, directory, or file.  To 
indicate a path, type first the drive name (e.g., C:, E:, H:, etc.) 
followed by a colon and a backslash (E:\).  Then enter the name of
each directory and sub-directory separating each with a back 
slash (\).  
For Example:  

C:\Xpediter Patrol CS\Synchronization Files

Creating a Synchronization File: 
Now you are ready to create a synchronization file.  Prior to creating a 
synchronization file, make sure that the following items have been completed 
or errors in the system may occur.

 Make sure that you have entered a Task Server name or IP
address.

 Make  sure  that  the  Default  Task  Server has  been
selected. 

 Make sure that  you create the Synchronization files from
the Control Computer.

 Make sure that you have a default Synchronization Path 
defined.

The following steps really only need to be taken the first time that you want to 
create synchronization files.  Once you have manually created the first 
synchronization file and have set up the system properly, the application will 
automatically create the future synchronization files for you.
 

1. From the Admin menu on the Control Computer, select the 
Synchronization command.  The following screen will be displayed.  
(If you do not see the Synchronization option in the menu list, go to 
the Modify Access Module and make sure that the System 
Administrator has access to Synchronization on the server machine.)



2. Select the Synch button to create a Synchronization file.  The file will 
be created in the Synchronization path set in the Update Agency 
screen.

NOTE:
Every time you select the Synch button, you are creating a new 
synchronization file.  

 
3. Once a Synchronization Volume file has been created, the Volume 

Number and date created will now appear at the top of the screen.  
This Synch Volume Number is used to indicate the status of Stand-
alone machines.  For example, your Control Computer may be on 
Synch Volume number 275 and your laptop may have the last Synch 
volume at 270.  You would then have to sync the laptop with Volumes
271-275.

4. If you receive an error, you may not have set up the Control 
Computer configurations properly as outlined above.



5. If you wish to make a copy of the Synchronization Volume file, in the 
Synchronization Server Tool panel, select the Copy Volume Zip 
File to Diskette(s) radio button.  You can then select the Zip file you 
wish to copy and the designated drive.



6. If you wish to reset the Synchronization Volume number, in the 
Synchronization Server Tool panel, select the Set next 
synchronization volume radio button.  You can then enter the next 
volume number you wish to create and date.  Be very careful with 
this option.

NOTE:
Be very careful with this option.  Make sure you have a correct 
date in the Date or Last Volume field.  For the first synch file, make 
sure it is a date prior to the installation date.

WARNING
Be very careful when resetting these fields.  If you enter in a date that is 
later than the most recent update, then you will receive errors.



7. If you start to receive errors when trying to synchronize the client 
machines, check the date you have in the Date or Last Volume field.
For the first synchronization file, it is best to set this date to a date 
prior to the installation, such as 01/01/1998. 

8. If you have a new computer that has never been synchronized with 
the Xpediter C/S information, use the Create Full Database Synch 
Volume option.  When you select this, the following screen will 
appear.

9. Now select the Create button.  A file called SynchUpTo*.zip will now 
be created.

10. You can now use the Copy Volume Zip file to Diskette(s) option, to 
copy this Full synchronization file to a diskette.



How  To  Synchronize  a  Mobile  Computer's
Local Database:
 Remember that you only need to synchronize those computers that operate 
in a stand-alone mode.  You can synchronize via diskette, wireless, or 
through a direct connect to the server.  Follow the steps below to synchronize 
a computer.

1. From the Admin menu, select the Synchronization command.  The 
following screen will be displayed.  Notice that this screen is different 
from the Synchronization screen residing on the Server/Control 
Computer.  If you do not receive this screen, this is not a client 
machine.



2. If you are synchronizing the mobile client machine from a diskette or 
CD, in the Synchronize Data From group box, select the Files on 
Diskette(s) radio button.  This will allow you to transfer files from a 
diskette or CD where the synchronization file(s) resides.  For 
example, A:\ if they are on a diskette.  

3. If you bring in your laptop and are able to hook it up to the network 
server, select the Server radio button.  This will allow you to directly 
synchronize with the server and is the easiest process to synchronize.

4. If you have never synchronized this machine and wish to conduct a 
full synchronization, select the Synchronize Full Database Sync 
Volume.  Then enter where the *.zip file is located.  

5. Click on the Sync button on the Dynamic toolbar or press Alt + S on 
the keyboard to complete the synchronization.  

6. A dialog box will appear with flying folders indicating that the 
synchronization is in process.  Do not try to end this process until it is 
complete.  If you have multiple synchronization files, the system will 
automatically go to the next file until the last one has been reached.

7. If you start to receive errors when trying to synchronize the stand-
alone machines check with your system administrator.  When creating
the synchronization file on the Control Computer, the date in the Date
or Last Volume field may be incorrect.  For the first synchronization 
file, it is best to set this date to a date prior to the installation, such as 
01/01/1998. 

8. The bottom panel will tell you the last synchronization volume and 
date that the client computer was synchronized on.  

9. Select the Advance checkbox if you wish to change these settings.  
Be very careful when changing these settings.  You may result in 
missing data if you skip volumes or have the wrong dates entered.

How to Turn Off Synchronization
A common problem we have been seeing lately is due to the automatic 
creation of synchronization files on the C:\ drive when the synchronization 
module is not configured after a new install.  By default, our synchronization 
settings are set to create a sync file every day to the C:\ directory.  It seems 
that a lot of agencies don't setup synchronization right away, or never due to it



being a standalone/laptop install.

To remedy this problem, you can either disable the auto-creation of sync files,
or setup the synchronization module to start creating the files in a user 
defined folder.

To disable the auto-creation of sync files follow these instructions.  This 
should be done on computers that are running as a standalone where 
synchronization to other computers is not needed.

1. Log into Xpediter C/S with a user under the SysAdmin group.

2. Select the Admin menu and choose the Update Agency option.

3. Select the Task Server tab, and then the Synchronize tab.

4. In the section "Create sync files every __ Days" change the 1 to 0.

5. Click the Apply button and close out of Xpediter.

6. You can now go to the C:\ drive through Windows Explorer or My 
Computer and delete any xpdv*.zip files.

How to Reset Synchronization Files
To setup the Synchronization settings after it has already been creating them 
on the C:\ drive follow these steps:

1. Through Windows Explorer or My Computer, delete any xpdv*.zip 
files from the C:\ folder

2. Log into Xpediter C/S with a user in the SysAdmin group.  Make sure 
that the Control/Server Computer has been configured as stated in 
the above sections.

3. Go to the Admin menu and choose the Update Agency option.

4. Select the Task Server tab and then the Synchronize tab.

5. You can change how often the files are created to best suit your 
Xpediter usage.

6. Create a folder inside the directory where Xpediter is installed to store
the sync files.  Default install path is C:\Program Files\Xpediter CS\.  
You may want to create C:\Program Files\Xpediter CS\Synchronize 
Files.



7. Change the path on the Synchronize screen to the path you created.  
You can use the browse button to select the folder.

8. Go to the Admin menu and select the Synchronization option.

9. Select Set next synchronization volume.

10. Change the volume to be created to 1.

11. Now change the date/time to a date before you installed Xpediter C/S
such as a date that is a year back tends to work fine.

12. From now on the sync files should be created in the new folder and 
you can start using the volumes to sync to other computers.



Updating Penal Codes
This command allows agencies to  create,  edit,  or remove codes,  such as
penal codes, municipal codes, health and safety codes, etc.
 

NOTE
Not all versions of  Xpediter Patrol C/S will  contain a default Penal
Code database.

 
Codes entered into the system are organized by their title.  Each title may
contain a subtitle or a subtitle with assigned sections codes.  Subtitles must
be entered under a title and section codes must be assigned to subtitles.  For
example,  the title,  "Vehicle Codes" might  contain three sub titles,  "Section
Codes 1-99, Section Codes 100-199, and Section Codes 200+".  The actual
section codes would then be assigned to one of the three subtitles.
 

How to Update Penal Codes:

1. From the  Admin menu, select the Update  Penal Codes command.
The following screen will be displayed. 



2. From the Title table, select the title of the penal code to be updated.
Any related sub titles or section codes will display in the appropriate
tables.

 
3. Once the penal code to be modified is selected, click on the  EDIT

 button  from  the  Dynamic  toolbar.   A  submenu  will  display
prompting the user  to select  what part  of  the penal code is  to be
changed, i.e., Title, Sub Title, Section.   

4. After the user makes a selection from the EDIT button submenu, the
corresponding table will become active. 

5. Make any necessary changes. 

6. The changes will be saved once the program is closed or another
module in the program is selected.

 
 

How to Add Penal Codes:

1. From the  Admin menu, select the Update  Penal Codes command.
The following screen will be displayed. 



2. From the Dynamic toolbar, click on the ADD  button.  A submenu
will display; select Title.  A row will appear in the Title table prompting
the entry of the name for the new penal code. 

3. Enter the name of the new penal code.  

4. To add a sub title to the new penal code, first check to be sure the
desired title is highlighted in the  Title table, then click on the  ADD

 button.  A submenu will display; click on Sub Title.  A row will
appear in the Sub-Title table prompting the entry of the name for the
new sub title. 

5. Enter the name of the new sub title. 

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all sub titles for the new penal code are
entered then go to step 7. 

7. If  any  section  codes  are  required  for  any  of  the  new  sub  titles,
continue with step 8.  To save the new penal code without adding
section codes to the subtitles, skip to step 12. 

8. If any section codes are required for a subtitle, then click on the name
of the desired sub title in the  Sub Title table and click on the  ADD

 button.  A submenu will appear. 

9. From the ADD button submenu, select Section.  A row will appear
in the  Section table prompting the entry of the number of the new
section code. 

10. Enter the new section code.   

11. If additional section codes are required, repeat steps 9 and 10, then
proceed to step 12. 

12. The new penal code will be saved once the program is closed or
another module in the program is selected.

 

How to Remove a Penal Code

1. From the  Admin menu, select the Update  Penal Codes command.
The following screen will be displayed. 



2. From  the  Title table,  select  the  name  of  the  penal  code  to  be
removed.  Any related subtitles or section codes will  display in the
appropriate tables.

 
NOTE
Any titles or subtitles that are removed will remove any subtitles or
section codes associated with them.

3. Once  the  penal  code  to  be  removed  is  selected,  click  on  the

REMOVE  button from the Dynamic toolbar.  A submenu will
display prompting the user to select what part of the penal code is to
be changed, i.e., Title, Sub Title, Section. 

4. After the user makes a selection from the REMOVE button submenu,
a prompt will display asking the user to confirm the deletion.   

5. Click on the OK button. 

6. The changes will be saved once the program is closed or another
module in the program is selected.

 
 

Modifying Institutions
The  Modify Institutions command allows administrators to add, delete, or
modify information for institutions, organizations, tow companies, schools and
hospitals  that  the agency interacts  with  on a regular basis  and make that
information accessible by simply selecting it from a list instead of entering the
information  manually.   For  example,  you  can  enter  the  two  or  three  tow
companies that your agencies has contracts with.  When generating reports it
is time consuming to enter the same tow company information over and over
for each new report.   The system administrator can permanently save the
three  towing  companies'  information  to  the  database  and  allow  it  to  be
accessed quickly from a list.
 



If a user adds a new institution through a form, the institution's information is
temporarily  stored.   A  system  administrator  can  then  select  the  "Show
Institutions  Added  Through  Forms"  check  box  and,  if  desired,  select  a
temporary  institution  and  make  its  information  permanently  stored  on  the
Xpediter  Server  Database  for  retrieval  by  other  users.   Additionally,  only
institutions  made  permanent  will  be  added  to  the  Search  Database  and
synchronized out to all clients.
 

Adding an Institution

1. From the Admin menu, select the Modify Institutions command. 

2. From the  Institution Type group box select  a radio button for the
type of institution to be added.  

3. From the Dynamic toolbar,  click on the  ADD  button.   A new
institution  will  be  added  to  the  database  ready  to  receive  the
institution's data. 

4. Enter  the  institution's  information  into  the  appropriate  fields  at  the
bottom of the screen. 

5. The new institution's information will  be saved once the program is
closed or another module in the program is selected.



Deleting an Institution

1. From the Admin menu, select the Modify Institutions command. 

2. From the  Institution Type group box select  a radio button for the
type of institution to be deleted.  

3. From  the  Name  of  Institution  table,  click  on  the  name  of  the
institution to  be deleted.   The selected institution's  information will
display in the fields at the bottom of the screen. 

4. From the  Dynamic  toolbar,  click  on the  DELETE  button.   A
prompt  will  display  asking  the  user  to  confirm the  deletion  of  the
institution.   

5. Click on the OK button to delete the institution, 



OR 

Click on the Cancel button to prevent the deletion. 

6. The new institution's information will be saved once the program is
closed or another module in the program is selected.

Modifying Existing Institutions

1. From the Admin menu, select the Modify Institutions command. 

2. From the  Institution Type group box select  a radio button for the
type of institution to be modified.  

3. From  the  Name  of  Institution  table,  click  on  the  name  of  the
institution to be modified.  The selected institution's information will
display in the fields at the bottom of the screen. 

4. Click in the field(s) where the changes are to be made and enter the
changes. 



5. The changes will be saved once the program is closed or another
module in the program is selected.



Modifying Narrative Templates
The  Narrative  Templates command  allows  administrators  to  update  the
templates  used  for  narratives  by  your  agency.   These  templates  can  be
deleted or edited, or new templates can be added.  Narrative templates offer
a method for officers to enter consistent information when typing in a narrative
for an incident.   Narrative templates are copied to all  laptops through the
synchronization  process.   If  your  agency's  officers  are  already  using
templates,  they  may  be  copy  and  pasted  into  the  Narrative  Templates
screen using standard copy and paste procedures.
 
For more information on related topics, select one of the following:
 

• Adding Narrative Templates
• Deleting Narrative Templates
• Modifying Narrative Templates

 

Adding Narrative Templates

1. From the Admin menu, select the Narrative Templates command. 

2. From the Dynamic toolbar, click on the ADD  button.  A new row
will become active at the bottom of the list of templates. 

3. Enter the name of the new template in the Template Title field, then
press  the  Tab key.   The  General  Description field  will  become
active. 

4. Enter a general description for the new template. 

5. Once  the  template  name and  general  description  information  has
been  entered,  the  administrator  can  define  the  properties  of  the

template  by  clicking  on  the  EDIT  button  on  the  Dynamic
toolbar. 

6. For  procedures  on  setting  up  a  narrative  template  see:  Modifying
Narrative Templates.



Deleting Narrative Templates

1. From the  Admin menu, select the  Narrative Templates command.
A table listing all of the templates will display. 

2. From the Template Title column, click on the title of the name of the
template to be deleted.  The title of the selected template will become
highlighted blue. 

3. From the  Dynamic  toolbar,  click  on the  DELETE  button.   A
warning prompt will display, asking the user to confirm the deletion. 

4. To confirm the deletion, click on the OK button, 

OR 

To prevent the deletion, click on the Cancel button. 

5. The deletion will be saved once the program is closed or another
module in the program is selected.

Modifying Narrative Templates
The modifying of narrative templates is very open ended.  When the  EDIT

 button is selected from the  Narrative Templates screen,  MS Word is
launched.   At  that  point  the  system administrator  can  use  the  MS Word
application to create templates, such as a list of information the officer will
need to include in a particular type of case narrative.  



In the example below the administrator has created a list of basic information
that should be added to any narrative regarding Commercial Burglary.  Once
all of the items have been entered simply close the MS Word window and the
template will be saved.

NOTE
The application has a control  point  in the system that  will  allow
officers to create their own templates on their computers.  If you
give  your  officers  access  to  this  module,  the  synchronization
process  will  only  overwrite  the  agency-wide templates  and  the
officer  will  be able to  retain the templates they created on their
laptops.

 



NOTIFICATION BY:
[   ]  Alarm Co.
[   ]  Owner/Responsible
[   ]  Citizen
[   ]  Officer Observation
IF NOTIFICATION BY ALARM COMPANY:
Company name :
Time alarm received :
TYPE OF BUSINESS:
[   ]  Church
[   ]  Manufacturing
[   ]  Market/Liquor
[   ]  Medical
[   ]  Real Estate
[   ]  Restaurant
[   ]  Retail
[   ]  School
[   ]  Services
[   ]  Wholesale
SECURITY USED:
[   ]  Silent Alarm
[   ]  Ringing Alarm
[   ]  Video Camera
[   ]  Bars/Gate
[   ]  Security Guard
[   ]  Guard Dog
[   ]  Exterior/Interior Lights
[   ]  Security Fence
[   ]  Locked Doors/Windows
SUSPECT GAINED ENTRY BY:
[   ]  Breaking window
[   ]  Forcing open entry/exit door
[   ]  Skylight
[   ]  Breaking down roll-up cargo door
[   ]  Breaking through wall
[   ]  Hid inside business
[   ]  Unknown
DIRECTION OF ENTRY:
[   ]  North
[   ]  South
[   ]  East
[   ]  West
[   ]  Roof
[   ]  Unknown
SUSPECT'S TARGETS:
[   ]  Electronics (TVs, Stereos, etc.)

[   ]  Clothing
[    ]   Safe/Cash
Register
[   ]  Buttons/Equipment
[    ]   Office  Machines
(Computers,
Typewriters, Fax, etc.)
[    ]   Consumable
(Liquor,  Cigarettes,
Food, etc.)
[   ]  Other :
SERIES RELATED?
[   ]  Yes
[   ]  No
[   ]  Unknown
SUSPECT'S
ACTIONS:
[   ]  Cut security fence
[   ]  Cut burglar bars
[   ]  Cut alarm
[   ]  Cut phone line
[   ]  Pried open door
[   ]  Pried open window
[   ]  Pried open skylight
[   ]  Cut off padlock
[   ]  Broke window
[   ]  Broke hole in wall
[    ]   Rammed  cargo
door
[   ]  Pried/Rifled cash
register/drawer
[   ]  Took cash register
[   ]  Pried/Burned safe
[   ]  Took safe
[   ]  Took only money
[   ]  Took only jewelry
[    ]   Took  only
drugs/medical
[   ]  Took clothing
[    ]   Took
manufacturing
equipment
[   ]  Took buttons
[   ]  Took consumables
[   ]  Broke through wall
from adjoining business



[   ]  Vehicle needed to remove property
EVIDENCE:
[   ]  Fingerprints
[   ]  Photographs
[   ]  Buttons
[   ]  Video Tape
[   ]  Other :
Describe  type  of  evidence  and  location
recovered :
Property tag number(s) :
[   ]  Work request for lab service?  Service
Requested :
WITNESS STATEMENT:
END OF REPORT.



3  Getting Started 
This chapter describes the basic procedures for
logging onto the system. 

How To Log On
Logging on to Xpediter Patrol C/S is simple but it plays an important role by
telling the system who the user logging in is.  The User’s ID tells the system
what access rights the user has, what division they are in, what cases the
user has access to, etc.  To log on to the system perform the following steps:

1. Once  the Xpediter  Patrol  C/S program  has  been  activated  the
following or similar splash screen will  display while  the program is
loading.

2. Once the program has loaded, the Password Dialog box will display
prompting  the  user  to  enter  their  password.   Your  system
administrator will assign your user ID and password.



3. The User ID field will already be active, enter your user ID.

4. Press the Tab key on the keyboard and the cursor will move to the
Password field.  It is highly recommended for security purposes that
all users have a Password to log into the system.

5. Enter your password and click the OK button or press the Enter key
on the keyboard.  

6. If  you  cannot  remember  your  password  or  login  ID,  contact  your
system  supervisor.   If  the  system  supervisor  cannot  log  onto  the
system, contact Technical Support at XT, LLC.

How To Log Off
Logging off of the system is a simple matter of closing the  Xpediter Patrol
C/S program.  Closing the program will automatically log the user off of the
Xpediter Server Database.  



4  The Control Center
This chapter describes the purpose and basic layout
of the Control Center.

About the Control Center
The heart  of  the  Xpediter Patrol  C/S  program is  the  Control  Center.   All
modules and features of this program will  be accessed from it if  the user's
access rights permit.  For more information about access rights contact your
system administrator or review Chapter 2 of this guide.

Layout
Becoming  familiar  with  the  layout  of  the  Control  Center is  important  to
properly understanding how to use Xpediter Patrol C/S.  

Following  is  a  list  of  topics  concerning  the  layout  of  the  Control  Center
window, their location is noted in the image on the next page:

 Title bar

 Menu bar

 Control Center toolbar

 Dynamic toolbar

 Dynamic Display Area



Title Bar
The horizontal bar across the top of the screen will display the following:
 

 
In this example, Field Reporting is the module currently active in the Dynamic
Display Area of the Control Center and thus its name is displayed on the title
bar.   The  title  bar  will  always  change  to  display  the  name of  the  active
module. 

Title Bar
Menu Bar

Dynamic 
Toolbar

Control 
Center 
Toolbar

Dynamic 
Display 
Area



Menu Bar
The  Xpediter  Patrol  C/S menu  bar  contains  menus  with  commands  for
controlling the program.  The menu bar will change to reflect menus specific
to the module that has been selected.  For example, if the Field Reporting
module has been selected, the menu bar will display the menus specific to
Field Reporting.
 
Menus can be opened quickly by using key combinations on the keyboard
called shortcut keys.  Notice the menu bar image below, contains a letter that
is underlined for each menu.  
 

 
The underlined letter indicates the key that is selected in combination with the
ALT key for opening the menu.  For example, to open the File, simply press
and hold the ALT key, then press the F key.  The File menu will "drop down"
to display a list of commands for the user to choose from.  For a list of other
commands activated from the keyboard see Shortcut Keys.
 
Once the menu is open, a list of commands will display, each with a letter also
underlined.  The ALT key does not need to be held while selecting a command
from an open menu.  Once the menu is open simply press the key on the
keyboard that correlates to the underlined letter of the command you wish to
select.

Control Center Toolbar
The Control Center Toolbar is different from the Dynamic toolbar, in that, it
never changes its appearance.  This allows the user to navigate between the
following modules in Xpediter Patrol C/S:
 

 



Click on any of the module buttons in the image above to learn more about
that module.  Or, to use the keyboard to activate the above image press the
F6 key on the keyboard to activate this topic window.  Press the Tab key to
navigate between the links and hotspots.  Once the desired module hotspot is
surrounded by a dotted line press the Enter key to jump to the new topic.
 
 

Dynamic Toolbar

The Dynamic toolbar name is derived from the fact that it changes to display
different  buttons  whenever  another  module  in  the  Xpediter  Patrol  C/S
program is selected.  The Dynamic toolbar is located to the left of the Control
Center Toolbar just below the Menu Bar.
 

Dynamic Display Area

The Dynamic Display Area name is derived from the fact that it changes to
display different fields or tables whenever another module in the  Xpediter
Patrol C/S program is selected.  

The Dynamic Display Area consists of everything below the Dynamic toolbar
and the Control  Center  toolbar.   The  Display  Cases By feature is  in  the
Dynamic Display Area for three of the six modules:
 

• Field Reporting
• Transfer
• Approval

 
The  Display  Cases  By feature  is  used  to  search  for  individual  cases  or
groups of cases.  For information about both, see pages X and X:



Searching the System for a Specific Case

There will  be numerous cases in the database at the same time making it
difficult to find a specific case.  However, the program's  Display  Cases By
feature in the Field Reporting, Transfer, and Approval modules gives users
the ability to quickly sort through numerous cases to find the case they are
interested in.  To search for specific cases:
 

1. Press the Tab key until the Display Cases By button is highlighted
by a dotted line or press Alt + C. 

2. Press the Enter key, the Display Cases By dialog box will display.   

3. On the  Display Cases By dialog box, select the  Search On radio
button by pressing Alt + S.  The Case Number field will activate. 

4. In the Case Number field, enter the case number you are searching
for  and  press  the  Tab key  on  the  keyboard  until  the  OK button
becomes  highlighted  by  a  dotted  line  (use  the  wild  card  search
symbols listed below the  Case Number field if  the complete case
number cannot  be remembered).   If  the Case Number field  is  left
blank it will retrieve all cases from the database. 

5. Press the Enter key on the keyboard to start the search (Cancel will
prevent  the search).   The case(s)  found will  display in  the  Cases
Found table. 

6. If the case does not display, make sure the case number was valid.
Additionally, it might be helpful to refresh the Cases Found table by
clicking  on  the  Refresh button  or  by  pressing  Alt  +  R on  the
keyboard.   



Searching the System for Groups of Cases
There will  be numerous cases in the database at the same time making it
difficult to find cases you are looking for.  However, the program's  Display
Cases By feature in the Field Reporting, Transfer, and Approval modules
gives users the ability to quickly sort  through numerous cases in the data
base to find the cases or groups of cases they are interested in.  To search for
groups of cases:

1. Press the Tab key until the Display Cases By button is highlighted
by a dotted line.

2. Press the Enter key, the Display Cases By dialog box will display.   

3. On the  Display Cases By dialog box,  select  the  Select By radio
button by pressing  Alt + B.  the following search fields will become
active:
 Case Type - Searches for cases by type.
 Division - Searches for cases assigned to divisions. 
 Report Date - Searches for cases between dates. 
 Officer - Searches for cases assigned by officer ID. 
 Form Status - Searches by pending, returned, etc. 
 Routing Group - As defined by system administrator.  

4. Once the search criterion has been entered, click on the OK button or
press the Enter key on the keyboard.  The search results will display
in the Cases Found table.



OR

To prevent the search, click on the Cancel button or press Esc on the
keyboard.

 



5  Field Reporting Module
This Chapter describes the features and functionality
of the Field Reporting module.

About the Field Reporting Module
The Field Reporting module is the data management hub of Xpediter Patrol
C/S.  From this module users can create and delete cases, as well as enter,
edit, print, preview, forward, route and report all data related to those cases.
For steps regarding the creation and management of cases, select one of the
following topics:
 

• Creating Cases
• Routing Cases
• Searching the System for a Specific Case
• Searching the System for Groups of Cases
• Adding Forms to Cases
• Navigating Between Form Information Categories
• Adding Data to Forms
• Editing Data on Forms
• Previewing Forms
• Printing Forms

Creating Cases
A case number is used to organize information specific to a case.  Creating a
new case can be accomplished using the Short Form command or the New
Case command.
 



The Short Form Command (Alt +S) allows the user to quickly generate a
case  number  by  automatically  displaying  the  Incident  Report  Form  edit
screen, from which the user can enter a case number.  This prevents you
from having to first create a case, assign a number, and manually add a form.
The case number and form are created at the same time.

The New Case Command (Alt  + N) allows the user  to  generate  a  case
number.

To  Create  a  Case  Using  the  Short  Form
Command:
 

1. Ensure the Field Reporting module is active.  The title bar at the top
of the Control Center Window will indicate which module is active.  



2. From the Dynamic toolbar, click on the  Short Form  button or
press  Alt  +  S on  the  keyboard.   The  Incident  Report  Form will
display with the Case Number field already active. 

3. In the Case Number field, enter the case number and press the Tab
key.  The Case Description field will become active.

 
NOTE
The Tab key will cycle the cursor forward through each field and
button on the  Incident Report Form allowing the user to enter
data.  Shift + Tab will cycle the cursor backward if necessary.

 
4. The Case Description field will not print on reports.  It is used only for

quick  identification  purposes  while  searching  for  cases  using  the
Reports  module.   In  the  Case  Description  field  enter  a  short
description of what the case is about and press the  Tab key.  The
next field on the Incident Report Form will become active. 

Enter the new 
case number 
here.



5. Continue to cycle through the fields using the  Tab key.   For more
information  about  how to  add  data  to  forms see  Adding  Data  To
Forms. 

To  Create  a  Case  Using  the  New  Case
Command:

1. Ensure the Field Reporting module is active.  The title bar at the top
of the Control Center Window will indicate which module is active. 

2. From the Dynamic toolbar, click on the New  button or press Alt
+ N on the keyboard.  The Add Case dialog box will display with the
Case Number field already active. 

3. In the  Case # field, enter the case number and press the  Tab key.
The  Case Description field will  become active.   If  an invalid case
number was entered, an error prompt will display notifying the user. 

4. The Case Description field will not print on any report.  It is used to
allow the user to quickly identify it from a list of similar cases when
searching the database.  In the Case Description field, enter a basic
description of the case that  can be used to quickly identify it  from
similar cases press the  Tab key.  The  Case Type field will become
active. 



5. The Case Type field will be populated by default to the type of case
you previously entered and can be changed by pressing the right 
arrow on the keyboard.  This will cycle through the options available
from this field, or if  using your mouse, click on the drop-down  
arrow attached to the right of the Case Type field to display a list of
items available for this field.  Press the Tab key on the keyboard.  The
Division Field will become active.

6. The Division Field will only contain the divisions that you belong to.
If it is necessary to provide you access to other divisions, see your
system administrator.  This field operates in the same manner as the
Case Type field. 

7. To finish creating the new case, click on the OK button or press the
Enter key on the keyboard.  

OR

To cancel the creation of the new case click on the Cancel button or
press the Esc key on the keyboard.

 

Routing Cases
Automated  Case  Routing  can  be  used  to  streamline  the  process  of  case
management by routing cases to specific Routing Groups.  A routing group is
simply a category used to identify certain kinds of cases.  For example, if a
case turns out to be gang related and your agency's operating procedures
dictate that all gang related cases should be handled by the Gang division the
officer  creating  the  case  can  route  it  to  the  Gang Related  Cases  routing
group.   Users  are  assigned  to  routing  groups  defined  by  their  system
administrator.  To route a case:
 

1. Ensure the Field Reporting module is active.  The title bar at the top
of the Control Center window will indicate which module is active. 

2. From the Cases Found table, double-click on the case to be routed.
The Case Routing dialog box will display.  



NOTE
If the case you are looking for is not listed in the Cases Found
table, then search for it using the  Display Cases By feature
described in Chapter 4.   

3. From the Case Routing dialog box, select the desired routing group

or groups that the case should be routed to.  Use the up  and down

 arrow keys to highlight the desired routing group and the space bar
on the keyboard to check the correlating check box. 

4. Once  the  desired  routing  group(s)  have  been  selected  press  the
Enter key on the keyboard.  The case will be assigned to the selected
routing groups. 

OR 

To  prevent  the  case  from being  assigned  to  the  selected  routing
groups, press the Esc key on the keyboard.

  

Using Wild Card 
Search Characters
Special characters or symbols can be used to modify search parameters for
case numbers entered into the Case Number field.



 

 
The "?" character can be used to search for a single character or number.
For example, a search for a case number of "33-444?" would list all of the
cases from "33-4440 to 33-4449".  A search for a case number of "??-4444"
would list "00-4444, 01-4444, 02-4444...  ... 97-444, 98-4444, and 99-4444."
 
The  "*" character can be used to replace everything before or after it.  For
example, if  *230 was entered the system would look for any case number
containing a 230 in it regardless of any numbers before it.  Using *230 would
return case numbers like 00-2300, 11-0230, but would not return 02-3000 or
00-2355.  23* would return any case number containing 23 regardless of what
came after it, i.e., 23-5555, 55-0230, 34-0023. 
  

Adding Forms to Cases
 
Once a case has been created, users can add multiple copies of one or more
reports.  To add forms to cases:
 

1. Ensure the Field Reporting module is active.  The title bar at the top
of the Control Center window will indicate which module is active. 



2. From the Cases Found table, select a case to add forms to.  A blue
bar will highlight the selected case.  If the case you are looking for is
not  listed  in  the  Cases Found table,  then  search  for  it  using  the
Display Cases By feature. 

3. From the Dynamic toolbar, click on the ADD FORM  button or
press  Alt  +  A on  the  keyboard.   The  Add  Form dialog  box  will
display. 

4. To select forms from the Add Forms list, press the Tab key until the
desired form is surrounded by a dotted line, then press the Spacebar
on the keyboard.  The selected form's check box will display a check
mark  indicating it has been selected.  To select all available forms
from the Add Forms list, press the Tab key until the Select All button
becomes surrounded by a dotted line and press the Enter key on the
keyboard. 

5. To add multiple copies of the same form once it has been selected,

simply press the Tab key on the keyboard.  The number box 

will highlight blue and can be changed by pressing the up  or down

 arrow keys on the keyboard. 



6. Once all of the forms have been selected and the number of each has
been entered, press the Tab key until the OK button is surrounded by
a dotted line.

7. Press the Enter key to add the forms to the case selected in step 2.
The selected report forms will display in the Forms table.  

 
NOTE
Additional forms can be added to a case at any time.

Adding Data to Forms
Adding  data  to  forms once  they  have  been added to  a  case  is  a  simple
process.  To add data to forms:
 

1. Ensure the Field Reporting module is active.  The title bar at the top
of the Control Center window will indicate which module is active. 

2. From the Cases Found table, select the desired case.  The case will
become highlighted in blue and any report forms attached to that case
will display in the Forms field.  If the case you are looking for is not
listed in the Cases Found table then see Searching the System for
Specific Cases as described in Chapter 4.

3. To select the desired form from the  Forms list, press the  Tab key
until the first form in the table is highlighted blue.  The Forms field is
now active and navigation of the field is done using the arrow keys
on the keyboard. 

4. From the Forms field, press the down arrow  key on the keyboard
until the desired form is highlighted blue. 

5. To view what information is required for the selected form, press the
right arrow  key on the keyboard.  The form will expand to display
a list of information categories.  The left arrow  key will close the
expanded list. 



6. Use the up  and down  arrow keys to navigate up and down the
expanded list. 

7. To open the selected form, simply highlight the form, or any category
within  the form,  and press the  Enter key.   The selected form will
open, allowing the user to review its contents (double-clicking on the
form will also open it). 

8. Down  the  left  side  of  the  form  window  is  a  list  of  information
categories  available  for  the  selected  form.   For  information  about
navigating between these categories, see Navigating Between Form
Information Categories as described earlier in this chapter. 

9. Enter data into the selected report form by using the Tab key to move
forward between the various fields or  Shift+Tab to move backward
through  the  fields.   Once  the  cursor  is  in  a  field,  that  field  is
considered  active  and  data  can  be  entered.   Additionally,  if  an
information  category  contains  navigation  tabs,  use  the  Alt key  in
combination with the underlined letter in the title of the desired tab.
For example, in the  Case information category,  when the  Incident
Report is open, there are navigation tabs across the top of the form,
i.e.,  General  Information and  Case  Status.   If  the  General
Information tab is active and you wish to activate the  Case Status
tab,  press  Alt  +  C  on  the  keyboard.   The  Case  Status tab  will
become the active tab.

 

Editing Data on Forms
Editing data on forms is a simple process, however if the form has already
been approved then proper access rights are required to modify the form.  To
edit data on a form:
 

1. Ensure the Field Reporting module is active.  The title bar at the top
of the Control Center window will indicate which module is active. 

2. From the Cases Found table, select the desired case.  The case will
become highlighted in blue and any report forms attached to that case
will display in the Forms field.  If the case you are looking for is not
listed in the Cases Found table then see Searching the System for
Specific Cases as described in Chapter 4. 



3. To select the desired form from the  Forms field, press the  Tab key
until the first form in the table is highlighted blue.  The Forms field is
now active and navigation of the field is done using the arrow keys
on the keyboard.

4. From the Forms field, press the down arrow  key on the keyboard
until the desired form is highlighted blue. 

5. To view what information is required for the selected form, press the
right arrow  key on the keyboard.  The form will expand to display
a list of information categories.  The left arrow  key will close the
expanded list. 

6. If necessary, use the up  and down  arrow keys to navigate up and
down the expanded list. 

7. To open the selected form, simply highlight the form, or any category
within the form, and press the Enter key.  The selected form will open
for review by the user. 

8. Down  the  left  side  of  the  form  window  is  a  list  of  information
categories available for the selected form type.  For information about
navigating between these categories, see Navigating Between Form
Information Categories as described earlier in this chapter. 

9. To edit data in a form, use the Tab key to move between the various
fields.  Once your cursor is in a field that needs to be edited, the field
is considered active and the new data can be entered.  Additionally, if
an information category contains navigation tabs, use the Alt key in
combination with the underlined letter in the title of the desired tab.
For example, in the Case information category, there are navigation
tabs across the top of the form, i.e., General Information and Case
Status.   If  the  General  Information tab is active and you wish to
activate the Case Status tab, press Alt + C.  The Case Status tab
will display.

 

Navigating Between Form 
Information Categories



Each report form in the system contains information categories that aid the
user in entering data for report generation.  A number for easy shortcut key
reference precedes each category.  However, the category reference number
will  change, as will  the available categories depending on the report  form.
Below  is  an  image  of  the  Information  Category toolbar displaying  the
categories  available  for  most  Incident  Reports.   Review  the  following
category definitions and their reference numbers:
 

1 Case - used to enter general information for the report.  This
category can be opened by pressing Ctrl+1 on the keyboard.

2 Crime - used to enter crime information for the report.  This
category can be opened by pressing Ctrl+2 on the keyboard.

3 Person - used to enter information about victims, witnesses,
arrestees, etc.  This category can be opened by pressing Ctrl+3
on the keyboard.

4 Charge - used to enter any applicable charges.  This category
can be opened by pressing Ctrl+4 on the keyboard.

5 Vehicle - used to enter any vehicles related to the case. This
category can be opened by pressing Ctrl+5 on the keyboard.

6 Property - used to enter any property related to the case.  This
category can be opened by pressing Ctrl+6 on the keyboard.

7  Narrative -  used  to  enter  a  narrative  of  all  related  case
information.  This category can be opened by pressing Ctrl+7 on
the keyboard.



Previewing Forms
Previewing forms allows the user to see what a form will look like before it is
printed.  To preview a form:
 

1. Ensure the Field Reporting module is active.  The title bar at the top
of the Control Center window will indicate which module is active. 

2. From the Cases Found table, select the desired case.  The case will
become highlighted in blue and any forms attached to that case will
display in the Forms field.  If the case you are looking for is not listed
in the Cases Found table then see Searching the System for Specific
Cases as described in Chapter 4. 

3. To select the desired from the  Forms field, press the  Tab key until
the first form in the table is highlighted blue.  The Forms field is now

active and navigation of the field is done using the up  and down 
arrow keys on the keyboard. 

Print toolPreview tool



4. Once the desired  form is  highlighted blue,  click  on the  PREVIEW

 button  on  the  Dynamic toolbar,  or  press  Alt  +  V on  the
keyboard.  A preview screen will appear displaying the form as it will
appear once printed.

 

NOTE:
Only one print preview window may be open at a time.

5. To print the form from the Preview screen, simply click on the Print
button on the left of the screen.  The Printing Progress prompt will
display briefly letting the user know that the file has been sent to the
printer.  To prevent the form from printing, click on the Cancel button
at the bottom of the Printing Progress prompt. 



6. For  a  complete  list  of  steps  for  printing  from the  Field  Reporting
Module, see Printing Forms below. 

Printing Forms
Printing  forms  in  Xpediter  Patrol  C/S is  accomplished  from  the  Field
Reporting module by selecting the Print button on the Dynamic toolbar.  To
print a report:
 

1. Ensure the Field Reporting module is active.  The title bar at the top
of the Control Center window will indicate which module is active. 

2. From the Cases Found table, select the desired case.  The case will
become highlighted in blue and any forms attached to that case will
display in the Forms field.  If the case you are looking for is not listed
in the Cases Found table then see Searching the System for Specific
Cases as described in Chapter 4.

3. To select the desired form from the  Forms field, press the  Tab key
until the first form in the table is highlighted blue.  The Forms field is

now active and navigation of the field is done using the up   and

down  arrow keys on the keyboard. 
4. Once the desired form is highlighted blue, click on the  PRINT 

button on the  Dynamic toolbar, or press  Alt  + P on the keyboard.
The  Print dialog box will  display containing a  Forms to Print list,
showing the reports available for printing. 



5. To select forms from the Forms to Print list, press the Tab key until
the  desired  form  is  surrounded  by  a  dotted  line,  then  press  the
Spacebar on  the  keyboard.   The  selected  form's  check  box  will
display a check mark  indicating it has been selected. 

6. To print all  of the available forms listed in the  Forms to Print list,
press the Tab key until the Select All button becomes surrounded by
a dotted line and press the Enter key on the keyboard.  Checks will
appear in the check boxes of all of the listed forms. 

7. To add multiple copies of the same form once it has been selected,
simply  press  the  Tab key  on  the  keyboard  until  the  appropriate

number  box   becomes  active.   Change  the  number  to  be

printed by pressing the up  or down  arrow keys on the keyboard. 

8. Once all of the forms have been selected and the number of each has
been entered, press the Tab key until the OK button is surrounded by
a dotted line and then press the Enter key on the keyboard.   

OR 

The Cancel button will cancel the print request.



Forwarding Forms for Approval
Forwarding forms for Approval in  Xpediter Patrol C/S is accomplished from
the Field Reporting module by selecting the Forward button on the Dynamic
toolbar.  To forward a report:
 

1. Ensure the Field Reporting module is active.  The title bar at the top
of the Control Center window will indicate which module is active. 

2. From the Cases Found table, select the desired case.  The case will
become highlighted in blue and any forms attached to that case will
display in the Forms field.  If the case you are looking for is not listed
in the Cases Found table then see Searching the System for Specific
Cases as described in Chapter 4.

3. To select the desired form from the  Forms field, press the  Tab key
until the first form in the table is highlighted blue.  The Forms field is

now active and navigation of the field is done using the up   and

down  arrow keys on the keyboard. 
4. Once  the  desired  form  is  highlighted  blue,  click  on  the  Forward

button on the  Dynamic toolbar, or press  Alt + O on the keyboard.
The Forward dialog box will display containing a Forms to Forward
for Approval list, showing the reports available for printing. 



5. To select forms from the Forms to Forward for Approval list, press
the Tab key until the desired form is surrounded by a dotted line, then
press the Spacebar on the keyboard.  The selected form's check box
will display a check mark  indicating it has been selected. 

6. To forward all of the available forms listed in the Forms to Forward
for  Approval list,  press  the  Tab key  until  the  Select  All button
becomes surrounded by a dotted line and press the Enter key on the
keyboard.  Checks will appear in the check boxes of all of the listed
forms. 

7. Once all of the forms have been selected, press the Tab key until the
OK button is surrounded by a dotted line and then press the  Enter
key on the keyboard.   

OR 

The Cancel button will cancel the Forward for Approval request.



6  Transfer Module
This Chapter describes the features and functionality
of the Transfer module.

About the Transfer Module
The Transfer Module is used to transfer cases, messages, or logs associated
to the cases, between different mediums.  For example, a user can transfer
cases from their laptops to diskettes or to the agency's central server, or from
diskettes to another user's laptop, etc.  This transfer only makes a copy of the
existing case and does not actually move the case.  To remove the case from
the system, you must delete it through the Field Reporting module as described
in Chapter 5

Transferring Cases or Officer Logs
Transferring cases or Officer Logs can be done from a variety of mediums.
Cases can be transferred from a local data source (hard drive), to diskette,
the Xpediter  Server,  or  to  an RF transmitter  (if  your  unit  and agency  are
configured to do so).  Cases can also be transferred from floppy disks to a
user’s  hard  drive  or  to  the  Xpediter  Server,  or  directly  from the  Xpediter
Server, to another floppy disk, or to your hard drive.  To transfer cases:
 

1. Ensure the Transfer module is active.  The title bar at the top of the
Control  Center window will  indicate which module is active.   If  the
Transfer module is not active, then click on the Transfer button from
the Control Center toolbar or press the F3 key on the keyboard.  The
Transfer module will display. 



2. First, the user must select a medium to transfer cases from.  Start by
pressing  Alt  +  S on  the  keyboard  to  activate  the  Transfer  From

group box.  Use the up  and down  arrow keys on the keyboard to
cycle between the following mediums.

• My  Data  (C:\)-  Transfer  from  the  local  drive  on  the  user’s
laptop/PC.

• Server/Other  Data  -  Transfer  from  agency's  server  or  other
Xpediter Database.

• File (Diskette) - Transfer from file or from a diskette.
• Wireless Server – Transfer from the Wireless Server.

 

NOTE
The  From  Location button  becomes  active  when  the  user
selects either Server or Diskette thus providing users the ability
to choose a specific file  or folder from the agency's  server  or
from a diskette.

 
 



3. Then, the user must select a medium to transfer cases to.  Start by
pressing Alt + O on the keyboard to activate the Transfer To group

box.  Use the up  and down  arrow keys on the keyboard to cycle
between the following mediums. 

• My  Data  (C:\)-  Transfer  from  the  local  drive  on  the  user’s
laptop/PC.

• Server/Other  Data  -  Transfer  from  agency's  server  or  other
Xpediter Database.

• File (Diskette) - Transfer from file or from a diskette.
• Wireless Server – Transfer from the Wireless Server.

 

NOTE
The To Location button becomes active when the user selects
either  Server  or  Diskette  thus  providing  users  the  ability  to
choose  a  specific  folder  from  the  agency's  server  or  from  a
diskette to transfer to. 

 
 

4. Once the mediums between which cases are to be transferred have
been determined, a case or group of cases must be selected.  To
select a case(s), activate the Cases Found tab by pressing Alt + C.
The tab will become surrounded by a dotted line notifying the user it is
now active. 

5. Press the Tab key on the keyboard to activate the list.  The first case
in the Cases Found list will become surrounded by a dotted line or

become highlighted blue.  Use the up  and down  arrow keys on
the keyboard to  move up and down the list.   If  the case you are
looking for is not listed in the Cases Found list then see Searching
the System for Specific Cases as described in Chapter 4. 

6. Once a case or group of cases has been selected from the  Cases

Found list,  click  on  the  INITIATE  button  on  the  Dynamic
toolbar or press  Alt + N to initiate the transfer.  The case(s) will be
transferred between the indicated locations. 

CAUTION



If a case being transferred is older than the case on the "transfer to"
medium, a prompt will display asking the user to "overwrite" the new
version of the case, or to "cancel" the transfer.  Additionally, if a user
tries to transfer over a case with approved forms, the same prompt
will display.



Transferring Messages
Transferring messages is done by defining a date range.  The system will
then transfer any messages created between the specified date range.  To
transfer messages:
 

1. Ensure the Transfer module is active.  The title bar at the top of the
Control  Center window will  indicate which module is active.   If  the
Transfer module is not active, then click on the Transfer button from
the Control Center toolbar or press the F3 key on the keyboard.  The
Transfer module will display. 

2. First, the user must select a medium to transfer messages from.  Start
by pressing Alt + S on the keyboard to activate the  Transfer From

group box.  Use the up  and down  arrow keys on the keyboard to
cycle between the following mediums.



• My  Data  (C:\)-  Transfer  from  the  local  drive  on  the  user’s
laptop/PC.

• Server/Other  Data  -  Transfer  from  agency's  server  or  other
Xpediter Database.

• File (Diskette) - Transfer from file or from a diskette.
• Wireless Server – Transfer from the Wireless Server.

 
 

NOTE
The  From  Location button  becomes  active  when  the  user
selects either Server or Diskette thus providing users the ability
to choose a specific file  or folder from the agency's  server  or
from a diskette. 

 
 

3. Next, the user must select a medium to transfer messages to.  Start
by pressing  Alt  + O on the keyboard to activate  the  Transfer To

group box.  Use the up  and down  arrow keys on the keyboard to
cycle between the following mediums.

• My  Data  (C:\)-  Transfer  from  the  local  drive  on  the  user’s
laptop/PC.

• Server/Other  Data  -  Transfer  from  agency's  server  or  other
Xpediter Database.

• File (Diskette) - Transfer from file or from a diskette.
• Wireless Server – Transfer from the Wireless Server.

 
 

NOTE
The To Location button becomes active when the user selects
either  Server  or  Diskette  thus  providing  users  the  ability  to
choose  a  specific  folder  from  the  agency's  server  or  from  a
diskette to transfer to. 

 
 

4. Once the mediums between which messages are to be transferred
has been determined, a date range must be entered to tell the system
what messages to locate.  Do this by pressing Alt + G to activate the
Message tab.  The tab will become active and display two date entry
fields; the left date field will be active. 



5. In the left date field, type the beginning of the desired date range and
press the Tab key.  The right date field will become active. 

6. In the right date field, type the end of the desired date range.  To
initiate the transfer between the specified mediums, press Alt + N or

click on the INITIATE  button on the Dynamic toolbar.  
 



7  Approval Module
This chapter describes the features and functionality
of the Approval module.

About the Approval Module

The  Approval module allows supervisors to review, approve, and/or return
reports  submitted  by  officers.   This  module  is  generally  only  available  to
personnel who have security access rights to this module.  If you should have
access to this module, contact your system administrator.
 

Approving Forms
The approval of forms is key to ensuring the quality of  data being stored.
Once a  report  has  been forwarded  for  approval  from the  Field  Reporting
module, supervisors can quickly review the form to ensure its accuracy and
completeness.  To approve forms:
 

1. Ensure the Approval module is active.  The title bar at the top of the
Control  Center window will  indicate which module is active.   If  the
Approval module is not active, then click on the APPROVAL button
from the Control Center toolbar or press the F4 key on the keyboard.
The Approval module will display. 



2. Only cases with  forms that  have been forwarded and are pending
approval will display in the top grid.  From the top grid, select a case
by pressing the Tab key on the keyboard until the first case in the grid

is highlighted blue.  Use the up   and down   arrow keys on the
keyboard to navigate up and down the list. 

3. Once the desired case has been highlighted in the grid, a list of forms
will  display in the  Forms pending approval grid.  Reports that are
pending approval will be designated in the left column by a light green
letter P. 

4. Press  Tab to activate the  Forms pending approval grid.  The first
form in the list will become highlighted blue.  To navigate the Forms

table once it is active, us the up   and down   arrow keys on the
keyboard.  Highlight the form to be approved. 



5. To review the form, select the  EDIT   button from the Dynamic
toolbar or press the Enter key on the keyboard.  The form will display,
allowing the supervisor to review and/or edit the form.  The ability to
edit  forms  is  controlled  by  access  rights  assigned  by  the  system
administrator. 

6. Once the form has been reviewed, press Alt + F4 to close the form
and return to the Approval module. 

7. To approve the pending form, click on the APPROVE  button or
press Alt + O on the keyboard.  The Approve dialog box will display. 

8. From the  Approve dialog box, press the  Tab key until  the desired
report is surrounded by a dotted line. 

9. Once the form to be approved is  selected,  press the  spacebar to
check  the associated check box. 

10. To complete the approval of all checked forms on the Approve dialog
box, press the Enter key on the keyboard.  The approved forms will
now display a black check next to them in the Forms table indicating
that they have been approved.



Multiple Case Approval
Starting in version 8.2, multiple cases can be approved at one time. To 
approve multiple cases:

1. Use the Ctrl and Shift keys to select multiple cases in the top grid. 
Non-sequential case records can be selected by holding down the 
Ctrl key and clicking on the cases with the left mouse button. 
Sequential case records can be selected by holding down the  Shift 
key and clicking on the first and last case records in a row.

2. To approve the pending form, click on the APPROVE  button or
press Alt + O on the keyboard. All forms from the selected cases will
be approved.



Returning Forms
Supervisors reviewing forms may determine that corrections are necessary,
and can notify the reporting officer of those corrections using the NEW MSG

 button on the Dynamic toolbar.  Once the message has been sent, the
supervisor  can  return  the  form  to  the  reporting  officer  by  performing  the
following steps:
 

1. Ensure the Approval module is active.  The title bar at the top of the
Control  Center window will  indicate which module is active.   If  the
Approval module is not active, then click on the APPROVAL button
from the Control Center toolbar or press the F4 key on the keyboard.
The Approval module will display.  



2. Only  cases with  forms pending approval  will  display in  the  Cases
Found table.   From  the  Cases  Found table,  select  a  case  by
pressing the Tab key on the keyboard until the first case in the Cases

Found  table is highlighted blue.  Use the up   and down   arrow
keys  on  the  keyboard  to  navigate  up  and  down  the  list.  

3. Once the desired case has been highlighted in  the  Cases Found
table, a list of forms will display in the Forms table.  Forms that are
pending approval will be designated in the left column by a light green
letter P. 

CAUTION
Once a supervisor has decided to return a form and intends to
notify the reporting officer using the  NEW MSG button on the
Dynamic  toolbar,  that  supervisor  should  send  the  message
before  returning  the  form.   If  the  NEW MSG button  is  used
before  returning  the  form,  the  Subject: field  in  the  message
screen will automatically be populated with the case number for
the form in question.  If the NEW MSG button is used after the
form has already been returned, then the supervisor will have to
try and remember what the case number was and enter it into
the Subject: field manually.  Messages sent to reporting officers
that do not properly identify the case and form in question will
have a difficult  time trying to determine which message is for
which returned form.

 



4. To return the pending forms simply click on the  RETURN button on
the Dynamic toolbar or press Alt + N on the keyboard.  The Return
dialog box will display. 

5. If the form to be returned is not listed, check the  Show Approved
Forms check box at the bottom of the Return dialog box to view all
forms associated with the case.  Once the desired form to be returned
is listed, press the Tab key until the desired form is surrounded by a
dotted line.   

6. Once  the  form to  be  returned  is  selected,  press  the  spacebar to
check  the associated check box. 

7. To complete the return of all checked forms on the Return dialog box,
press the  Enter key on the keyboard.  The returned form forms will
now display a red R next to them in the Forms table indicating that
they have been returned.

 



 

8  Messaging Module
This chapter describes the features and functionality
of the Messaging module.

About the Messaging Module

The  Messaging module  allows  users  to  send  messages  to  and  receive
messages from other  users  in  the system.   If  a user  is  connected to  the
agency's server directly then messages will be sent immediately.  If a user is
working in the field and thus not connected directly to the agency's server,
then  the  messages  will  be  stored  until  that  user  returns  to  the  agency.
Transferring  messages from a server  to  a  laptop  or  from a laptop  to  the
agency's server is done using the Transfer module.  See Chapter 6.
 

Sending a Message
Sending messages to other users on the system about changes to reporting
procedures, administrative changes to the program, notifying a user about the
status  of  specific  cases,  etc.,  can save  a great  deal  of  time.   To send a
message:
 

1. Ensure the  Messaging module is active.  The title bar at the top of
the Control Center window will indicate which module is active.  If the
Messaging module is not active, then click on the MESSAGE button
from the Control Center toolbar or press the F5 key on the keyboard.
The Messaging module will display. 



2. Click on the  NEW  button on the Dynamic toolbar.  The  New
Message dialog box will display. 



3. To identify the recipient(s) of the new message, click on the Send To
button or press Alt + T on the keyboard.  The Send To dialog box will
display. 



4. To add a recipient or group of recipients to the new message, select a
recipient's name from the list of names provided, and then click on the

To: list's  button.  The selected name will appear in the To: list.  

5. If necessary, Repeat Step 4 to add multiple recipients. 

6. Click on the  OK button.  The New Message dialog will display with
the Send To populated with the user name(s). 

7. Press the  Tab key on the keyboard.  The priority field will  become
active.  Enter the appropriate priority level by pressing the down  
arrow on the keyboard to open the drop-down list.  Select the priority
type then press the tab key.  The Subject field will activate.  

8. Enter the title of your message in the Subject field.  This field may
already  be  populated  if  the  new  message  is  created  from  the
Approval module, see Chapter 7.

9. Enter the message you wish to convey in the field below and click on
the Send button or press Alt + S.  The message will be sent.

 
 



Reading a Message
Reading your messages is as simple as point-and-click.  To read messages:
 

1. Ensure the  Messaging module is active.  The title bar at the top of
the Control Center window will indicate which module is active.  If the
Messaging module is not active, then click on the MESSAGE button
from the Control Center toolbar or press the F5 key on the keyboard.
The Messaging module will display. 

2. Select a message from the list of available messages. 

3. Once a message is highlighted, its contents will  display in the field
below, thus allowing the user to read it's contents. 



Replying to a Message
Replying to a message is a quick way to respond, because it automatically
addresses the message to be sent to the originator of the message.  To reply
to a message:
 

1. Ensure the  Messaging module is active.  The title bar at the top of
the Control Center window will indicate which module is active.  If the
Messaging module is not active, then click on the MESSAGE button
from the Control Center toolbar or press the F5 key on the keyboard.
The Messaging module will display. 

2. Select a message from the list of available messages, its contents will
display in the field below. 



3. Once a message is highlighted, click on the REPLY  button from
the Dynamic toolbar, or press  Alt  + E  on the keyboard.  The  New
Message dialog box will display already addressed to the sender of
the original message.  

4. Enter the reply and click on the Send button or press Alt + S.
 
 

When replying to a 
message the Send To 
and Subject fields will 
already be populated.



Deleting a Message
Once a message has been read it  can be deleted by following  the steps
below:

1. Ensure the  Messaging module is active.  The title bar at the top of
the Control Center window will indicate which module is active.  If the
Messaging module is not active, then click on the MESSAGE button
from the Control Center toolbar or press the F5 key on the keyboard.
The Messaging module will display. 

2. Select a message from the list of available messages, its contents will
display in the field below. 



3. Once a message is highlighted, click on the  REMOVE   button
from the  Dynamic  toolbar  or  press  Alt  +  L  on  the  keyboard.   A
Confirm prompt will display asking the user if it is ok to deleted the
selected message. 

4. Click on the Yes button to confirm the deletion.
 

Downloading or Uploading 
Messages
Uploading messages to or downloading messages from an agency's server, a
laptop, or diskette, can be done using the Transfer module, see Transferring
Messages as dXT, LLCussed in Chapter 6.



9  Reports Module
This chapter describes the features and functionality
of the Reports module.

About the Reports Module

The  Reports  module,  available  to  all  users,  can  be  accessed  from  the
Control Center toolbar or from the Modules menu on the menu bar.  

The  Reports module allows users to print or preview lists of cases, forms
assigned to those cases, and contacts entered for those cases, as well as, a
list of users entered into the agency's roster.  
 
To learn how to create, print, and preview reports, select from one of the three
following report types:
 

• Case Report.
• Contact Report.
• Roster Report.
• Clery Report.
• Summary Report.
• Log Report.
• Citation Report.

Case Report



The Case Report tab is used to create, preview, and print daily status reports
concerning cases currently stored on the Xpediter Server Database (or for
clients not connected to the server, reports concerning cases stored on their
local  database).   This  report  can  help  users  identify  cases assigned to  a
specific officer, cases that are pending approval, cases created on a certain
date, cases identified with a certain classification, etc.  There are two ways to
identify cases to be added to the report: by case number, or unique data.

To Search by Case Number:

1. Ensure the Daily Reports Module is active and that the Case Report
tab is selected. 

2. From the  Search Options group box,  select the  Search On radio
button by pressing Alt + S.  The Case Number field will activate. 



3. In the Case Number field, enter the case number you are searching
for.  Use the wild card search symbols listed below the Case Number
field if the complete case number cannot be remembered. 

4. Determine how the data should be sorted on the report by selecting
one of the five options from the Sort By group box. 

5. To preview the report, press  Alt + V  or click on the  Preview 
button  from  the  Dynamic  toolbar.   A  preview  window  will  display
showing the report with the requested data. 

6. To print the report click on the print button at the top of the preview
window.  To close the preview window click on the  Close button or
press Alt + C.



To Search for Cases by Unique Data:
 

1. Ensure the Daily Reports Module is active and that the Case Report
tab is selected. 

2. From the  Search Options group  box,  select  the  Select  By radio
button by pressing Alt + B.  The following search fields will become
active: Case Type - Searches for cases by type.  Division - Searches
for cases assigned to divisions.  Report Date - Searches for cases
between dates.  Officer - Searches for cases assigned to an officer.
Form Status - Searches by pending, returned, etc.  Routing Group -
As defined by system administrator.  Classification - Searches by
classification of crime.  Beat - Searches by beat.  Station - Searches
by station.  Reporting Area - Searches by reporting area. 

3. Enter  the  desired  search  criterion,  then  determine  how  the  data
should be sorted for the report by selecting one of the five sort options
from the Sort By group box.



4. Preview the report by pressing Alt + V or by clicking on the Preview

 button from the Dynamic toolbar.  A preview window will display
showing the report with the requested data. 

5. To print the report, click on the print button at the top of the preview
window.  To close the preview window click on the  Close button or
press Alt + C.

 
 



Contact Report
The  Contact Report tab is used to create, preview, and print daily status
reports  concerning  contacts  (witnesses,  suspects,  victims,  etc.)  currently
stored on the Xpediter Server Database.  This report can help users to quickly
search the database for a specific name and generate a list of contacts in the
system  with  that  name.   The  report  will  display  the  cases  the  person  is
involved in, their role in the case, warrants for the person's arrest, date of
birth, height, weight, etc.  There are two ways to identify cases to be added to
the report: by case number, or by unique data.
 

To Search by Case Number:
 

1. Ensure the  Reports Module is active and that the  Contact Report
button is selected. 



2. From the  Search Options group box,  select the  Search On radio
button by pressing Alt + S.  The Case Number field will activate. 

3. In the Case Number field, enter the case number you are searching
for.  Use the wild card search symbols listed below the Case Number
field if the complete case number cannot be remembered.

4. Determine how the data should be sorted on the report by selecting
one of the five options from the Sort By group box. 

5. To preview the report, press  Alt + V  or click on the  Preview  
button  from  the  Dynamic  toolbar.   A  preview  window  will  display
showing the report with the requested data. 

6. To print the report click on the print button at the top of the preview
window.  To close the preview window click on the  Close button or
press Alt + C.

 
 



To Search for Contacts by Unique Data:
 

1. Ensure the  Reports Module is active and that the  Contact Report
tab is selected. 

2. From the  Search Options group  box,  select  the  Select  By radio
button by pressing Alt + B.  The following search fields will become
active: Last Name - Searches for contacts by last name. First Name
- Searches for contacts by first name. Middle Name - Searches by
middle  name. Case  Type -  Searches  by  case  type. Division  -
Searches  by  agency  division. Report  Date -  Searches  by  user-
defined  date  range. Classification -  Searches  by  classification  of
crime. Officer - Searches by officer ID.  

3. Enter  the  desired  search  criterion,  then  determine  how  the  data
should  be  sorted  for  the  report  by  selecting  one  of  the  four  sort
options from the Sort By group box.  



4. Preview the report by pressing Alt + V or by clicking on the Preview

 button from the Dynamic toolbar.  A preview window will display
showing the report with the requested data. 

5. To print the report, click on the print button at the top of the preview
window.  To close the preview window click on the  Close button or
press Alt + C.

 
 



Officer Roster Tab
The Officer  Roster  tab  allows  users  to  create  a  roster  of  users  currently
entered into the Xpediter Server Database.  The list of users can be sorted by
badge  number,  name,  employee  ID  number,  or  division.   Report  options
include  reporting,  All officers,  only  Active officers,  or  officers  that  are
Inactive.  To generate an officer roster report:
 

1. Ensure  the  Daily  Reports  Module is  active  and  that  the  Officer
Roster tab is selected. 

2. From the Select By group box, select type of roster to be generated
by selecting one of the three following radio buttons: 

 All – Creates roster reports containing all user IDs regardless of
their current status.

 Active Only – Creates roster reports containing only active user
IDs.



 Inactive Only – Creates roster reports containing only inactive
user IDs.

3. Determine how the report should be sorted by selecting one of the
following four Sort By radio buttons. 

 Name – Sorts roster by user name.
 Badge No. – Sorts roster by user badge number.
 Employee ID – Sorts roster by employee number.
 Division – Sorts roster by division.

4. To preview the report, press  Alt + V  or click on the  Preview 
button  from  the  Dynamic  toolbar.   A  preview  window  will  display
showing the report with the requested data. 

5. To print the report click on the print button at the top of the preview
window.  To close the preview window click on the  Close button or
press Alt + C.



Incident Summary Report
The Incident Summary Report allows you to print report activity and group by
incident classification and filter by date.

1. From the Daily Reports module select Incident Summary Report.

2. Then  from  the  Incident  Summary  Reporting  Screen,  select  the
desired start and end date for the reporting period.



Printing/Previewing the Incident 
Summary Report:
Select the Preview button to preview the report.



Xpediter will then generate the Incident Summary Report for the period.



10  Search Module
This chapter describes the features and functionality
of the Search module.

About the Search Module
The  Search  Module is  a  powerful  database  button  for  officers  and
investigators.   This  module  allows  users  to  search  Xpediter's Search
Database (for a particular person, gang, business, vehicle, location, property,
or case) using selected search criterion.  Once a search has been performed,
the user is able to view the primary information collected and any additional
data associated with the search topic. 
 
For example, you could perform a search for a Peter Paterson who lives on
Main Street.  Once the search is initiated, a Search Results dialog box will
display showing all of the people who match the search parameters.  Basic
information about the subject, such as his height, weight, aliases, cases he
has been involved in, etc., can be accessed from the Search Results dialog
box.  From that basic information additional data may be gathered, such as
details about the vehicle he drives.  The investigator might then find out that
Peter Paterson is driving a stolen vehicle.  The case number that the stolen
vehicle was reported in will be listed for details about when the vehicle was
stolen,  who the  owner  is,  if  the  owner is  involved  in  any  other  cases,  or
detailed information about the owner.  Perhaps the owner of the stolen vehicle
and Peter Paterson work at the same company or have addresses on the
same  street,  those  relationships  can  be  quickly  viewed  by  utilizing  the
Xpediter Patrol C/S "link analysis" feature.  
 
The link analysis feature will  display the entire search process starting with
the initial search for Peter Paterson to the information gathered on the owner
of  the  stolen  vehicle.   This  helps  investigators  quickly  determine  how the
various pieces of data relate to each other.  
 



Person Search
The  Person Search feature can be used to search for people by "general
information," such as Name,  Address,  Height,  Weight,  Hair Color, etc., or by
"detailed descriptors", like tattoos, scars, facial oddities, speech, etc.  There
are two ways to search for people on the system: General Information (name,
address, sex, etc.) or by Detailed Descriptors (tattoos, scars, facial oddities,
etc.).  

To Perform a General Information Search:
 

1. Ensure the  Search Module is active and the  Person category has
been selected.



 
2. Ensure the General Information tab is active. 

 
NOTE
Use the Tab key to navigate between the search fields and use
the arrow keys to manipulate the drop-down lists.

 
3. Enter  the  desired  search  criteria  into  the  appropriate  fields.   For

example, to search by last name press the  Tab key until  the  Last
(name) field is active and enter the last name of the person to search
for.   

4. Continue to navigate between the fields until all of the desired search

parameters  have  been  entered  then  click  on  the  INITIATE  
button on the Dynamic toolbar, or press Alt + N on the keyboard, to
initiate the search. 

5. The Person Results dialog box will display, listing the names of all
the people that fit the search parameters entered.

To view an item from the list of search results, refer to the  Viewing Search
Results section in this chapter.



To Perform a Detailed Descriptors Search:
 

1. Ensure the  Search Module is active and the  Person category has
been selected.

 

2. Ensure the Detailed Descriptors tab is active. 
 

NOTE
Use the Tab key to navigate between the search fields and use
the arrow keys to manipulate the drop-down lists.

 
3. Enter  the  desired  search  criteria  into  the  appropriate  fields.   For

example, to search by tattoos press the Tab key until the Tats/Marks
field is active then enter the body part tattooed. 



4. Continue to navigate between the fields until all of the desired search

parameters  have  been  entered  then  click  on  the  INITIATE 
button on the Dynamic toolbar, or Alt + N on the keyboard, to initiate
the search. 

5. The Person Results dialog box will display, listing the names of all
the people that fit the search parameters entered.

To view an item from the list of search results, refer to the  Viewing Search
Results section in this chapter.



Gang Search
The Gang Search feature can be used to search for gangs entered into the
Search Database.  To perform a gang search:
 

1. Ensure the Search Module is active and the Gang search category
has been selected.

 
2. Enter the name of the gang in the Gang Name field, then click on the

INITIATE  button on the Dynamic toolbar, or press  Alt + N on
the keyboard, to initiate the search. 

3. The Gang Results dialog box will display, listing the names of all the
gangs that fit the search parameters entered.

To view an item from the list of search results, refer to the  Viewing Search
Results section in this chapter.



Business Search
The  Business Search feature can be used to search for people by  Name,
Location, Address, Phone Number, etc.  To perform a business search:
 

1. Ensure the Search Module is active and the Business category has
been selected.

 

2. Enter  the  desired  search  criteria  into  the  appropriate  fields.   For
example, to search by company name, press the  Tab key until the
Business Name field is active and enter the name of the business to
search for.   

 
NOTE
Use the Tab key to navigate between the search fields and use
the arrow keys to manipulate the drop-down lists.



 

3. Continue to navigate between the fields until all of the desired search

parameters  have  been  entered  then  click  on  the  INITIATE  
button on the Dynamic toolbar, or press  Alt+N on the keyboard, to
initiate the search. 

4. The Business Results dialog box will display, listing the names of all
the businesses that fit the search parameters entered.

To view an item from the list of search results, refer to the  Viewing Search
Results section in this chapter.



Vehicle Search
The  Vehicle Search feature can be used to search for vehicles by  Make,
Model, License Number,etc.  To perform a vehicle search:
 

1. Ensure the  Search Module is active and the  Vehicle category has
been selected.

 

2. Enter  the  desired  search  criteria  into  the  appropriate  fields.   For
example, to search by the make of a car, press the Tab key until the
Make field is active and enter the name of the make of the car to
search for.   

 
NOTE
Use the Tab key to navigate between the search fields and use
the arrow keys to manipulate the drop-down lists.

 



3. Continue to navigate between the fields until all of the desired search

parameters  have  been  entered  then  click  on  the  INITIATE  
button on the Dynamic toolbar, or press Alt + N on the keyboard, to
initiate the search. 

4. The Vehicle Results dialog box will display, listing the names of all
the vehicles that fit the search parameters entered.

To view an item from the list of search results, refer to the  Viewing Search
Results section in this chapter.



Location Search
The Location Search feature can be used to search for vehicles by  Street
Addresses, Intersection, P.O. Box,  etc.  To perform a search on locations in
the system:
 

1. Ensure the Search Module is active and the Location category has
been selected.

2. Enter  the  desired  search  criteria  into  the  appropriate  fields.   For
example,  to search by street  address,  press the  Tab key until  the
Street Address field is active and enter the address information.

 
NOTE
Use the Tab key to navigate between the search fields and use
the arrow keys to manipulate the drop-down lists.

 



3. Continue to navigate between the fields until all of the desired search

parameters  have  been  entered  then  click  on  the  INITIATE  
button on the Dynamic toolbar, or press Alt + N on the keyboard, to
initiate the search. 

4. The Location Results dialog box will display, listing the names of all
the locations that fit the search parameters entered.

To view an item from the list of search results, refer to the  Viewing Search
Results section in this chapter.



Property Search

The Property Search feature can be used to search for valuable property,
such  as  Stereos,  Compact  DXT,  LLCs,  Jewelry,  Brand  Names,  etc.   To
perform a property search:
 

1. Ensure the Search Module is active and the Property category has
been selected.

2. Enter  the  desired  search  criteria  into  the  appropriate  fields.   For
example, to search for jewelry, press the Tab key until the Item field
is active and enter the property information.

NOTE
Use the Tab key to navigate between the search fields and use
the arrow keys to manipulate the drop-down lists.



3. Continue to navigate between the fields until all of the desired search

parameters  have  been  entered  then  click  on  the  INITIATE  
button on the Dynamic toolbar, or press Alt + N on the keyboard, to
initiate the search. 

4. The Property Results dialog box will display, listing the names of all
the property that fit the search parameters entered.

To view an item from the list of search results, refer to the  Viewing Search
Results section in this chapter.



Case Search
The  Case Search feature can be used to  search for Cases by:  Number,
Type, Unique Actions of the Suspect, etc.  To perform a case search:
 

1. Ensure the Search Module is active and the Case category has been
selected.

 

2. Enter  the  desired  search  criteria  into  the  appropriate  fields.   For
example, to search for cases by number, press the Tab key until the
Case Number field is active and enter the desired Case Number.

 
NOTE
Use the Tab key to navigate between the search fields and use
the arrow keys to manipulate the drop-down lists.

 



3. Continue to navigate between the fields until all of the desired search

parameters  have  been  entered  then  click  on  the  INITIATE  
button on the Dynamic toolbar,  or press  Alt+N on the keyboard, to
initiate the search. 

4. The Case Results dialog box will display, listing the names of all the
property that fit the search parameters entered.

 
To view an item from the list of search results, refer to the  Viewing Search
Results section in this chapter.



Link Analysis

When searching massive amounts of data stored on a database it is
easy to loose track of what data has been reviewed and how that
data all ties together.  Selecting the Link Analysis button available

on each search result screen will open the Link Analysis Outline dialog box.
This dialog box will  list an outline of the various search result screens that
were opened during the search.

For example, lets say a local business reports that several TVs were stolen
from their store.  A search of the database might reveal that several other
cases have been entered in past months about businesses reporting stolen
electronics.  One case in particular led to the arrest of Mr. John Paterson, an
employee for one of the local businesses that reported missing electronics, for
possession of stolen goods.  A detailed review of Mr. Paterson's record might
result in a list of other cases he has been involved in.  One of those cases
was a domestic dispute with a Ms. Susan Adams.  Selecting Susan Adams
from the details screen, shows that her employer is the same business that
reported the stolen TVs.  At this point,  the investigator can perform a link
analysis by selecting the Link Analysis button from the search result screen
showing a list of searches that have taken place and the link between the
company that reported the stolen TVs, the same company's employment of
Susan Adams, her relationship to Mr. Paterson, and the cases he has been
involved in.
  

Viewing Search Results
A list of items found by the search will display on a  Search Results dialog
box.
 

1. Use the  and  arrows on the keyboard to navigate the list of items
gathered by the search. 

2. Highlight the item of interest, then press Alt + V to activate the View
button.   A new window will  display containing detailed  information
about the item selected from the list of search results.

 



Each search result screen will  display the related information for that item.
Next to many of the tables on these screens are view buttons that allow the
user to view the item selected from the table.  For example, if an investigator
is reviewing the search result screen for Peter Paterson there will be four tabs
across  the  top  of  the  screen:  General  Information,  Contact,  Detailed
Description, Relations.  Selecting the Relations tab will display tables listing
relationships between Peter Paterson, and people,  vehicles, and property.
If the view button next to the vehicle table is selected, the search result screen
for the vehicle selected from that table will display.
 
 



11  Officer’s Log
This chapter describes the features and functionality
of the Officer’s Log.

The Officer’s Log Module is a handy, quick, and efficient means for an officer
to  keep  track  and  log  his  daily  activities.   This  is  also  an  excellent
management tool for supervisors to keep up-to-date on the daily activities of
the officer’s in his division.  There is a Report in the Reports Module that will
allow you to print or preview summary information of the data entered into the
Officer’s Log.  

In addition to the keeping track of the daily activity of an officer within your
agency, the application will master the people, vehicles, or items of property
entered on these logs and put this information into the Search Database.   

Officer’s Log
The Officer’s Log Module, available to all users, can be accessed from the
Control Center toolbar or from the  Modules menu on the menu bar.  The
Officer’s Log can be opened from the Toolbar with the mouse or by using the
F8 key.  If your agency does not have the Officer’s Log, this button is removed
from the Toolbar.  When the Log button is selected, the following Officer Log
Control Center screen appears.

Notice  that  the  look  and  feel  of  this  screen  is  very  similar  to  the  Field
Reporting Control Center.  Conceptually it will operate in the same manner.
You will be able to add a log for the shift you are working.  The you can select
the Edit button to enter log information.



Adding A New Shift 
 
When you select the New button, the system will add a new shift.  You can
then edit, preview or print a shift.  To add a shift complete the following steps:

1. Ensure the Officer’s Log module is active.  The title bar at the top of
the Control Center window will indicate which module is active. 

2. From the Dynamic toolbar, click on the New button or press Alt + N
on the keyboard.  A new shift will now appear in the grid.  The system
will generate the log number for you. It is generated with OL- as the
prefix and then the date, followed by the officer’s Badge number.  For
example, OL-071503-555.



Edit a Shift

1. To enter specific information for the added shift, highlight the shift in 
the grid and then select the Edit button and the following screen will 
appear.

2. When  the  above  screen  appears,  select  the  Shift  Information
screen.  You can select the  Shift  icon with your mouse or you can
use the Ctrl+2 keys to go to the shift screen.  

3. Notice that the Shift information screen has been purposely put as the
second screen of the edit screens.  This was done assuming that you
would only enter shift information once for a shift and thereafter would
be entering Log information. 



4. On  the  above  Shift  screen,  the  Division field  defaults  to  the  log
officer’s  primary  division,  but  can  be  changed.   The  Station list
contains  a  list  of  substations  for  your  agency,  which  are  entered
through the  Update Agency screen.  If your agency does not have
substations, this field may default to your agency name instead.  You
can also enter specifics for the shift such as station, date, start and
end  times,  vehicle  number,  vehicle  starting  and  ending  mileage,
computer  ID,  shotgun  ID,  radio  ID,  passenger’s  name  and
association. 



Adding Log Information 

1. To add Log information on a shift, go back to the Entry screen.  You
can click your mouse on the Entry icon or select  Ctrl + 1 with your
keyboard.  The following screen appears.

2. On this screen, select the Add button and you can then enter the log
information.  You can enter an unlimited number of logs into a shift.

3. When you select the item in the Class field, the contents of the Type
field  change accordingly.   The system supervisor  can  edit  the  list
contents of these two fields in the Modify Lists Module.  Also, when
you select certain items in the  Class list, the bottom portion of the
screen may be enabled or disabled.  

4. This screen now allows you to enter additional log information such
as the call  type and class,  times the call  was received,  when you



arrived and left, CAD and case numbers, Beat, Location, action taken
or  disposition,  and  additional  information  regarding  the  number  of
adult/juvenile arrests, citations, warnings, and interviews.

5. The  Action Taken or Disposition field is a memo type field where
you can enter an unlimited amount of text.

6. There are also tab screens that allow you to enter people, vehicles,
and items of property into a log.  All this information that you enter a
log are mastered and entered into the Search Database.

7. To delete a log entry, highlight that entry in the grid and select the
Delete button.

How to Edit the Class and Type 
Fields
To make modifications to the list items in the Class and Type fields, you must 
follow the steps outlined below.

1. Go to the Modify Data Collection Lists Module.

2. To edit the Class list contents, select the Call Class field in the Lists 
grid.

3. Go to the Items grid.  You can enter up to 9 items in this list.

4. In the Code 1 column you must indicate whether it is a Clogtype# or
a Nlogtype#.  If it is a Clogtype#, the bottom portion of the edit log
screen is enabled which allows the officers to enter arrest and citation
information.  If it is a Nlogtype#, the bottom of the portion of the edit
log screen is disabled for officers.

5. To edit the list items in the Type field, there are up to nine Call Type
lists available.  They are indicated in the Lists grid as Call Type # -
Officer Log.  The call type number correlates to the Class number
explained above.  For example, CLOGTYPE2 correlates to Call Type
2 - Officer Log. 

6. In the Items grid you can then enter the items in for the Type field.





Approve a Shift

The ability to approve Officer Log’s is a control point and only those officers
given access to this option will be able to approve a log.  If you don’t have
access to approve a log the Approve button is disabled.

1. Go to the Officer’s Log Control Center.

2. Highlight the shift you wish to approve and then select the Approve
button.   The  system  will  then  enter  your  Badge  number  in  the
Approved column in the Shift grid and mark it accordingly on the Log.

Print or Preview an Officer’s Log 
Sheet

1. In the Officer’s Log Control Center, highlight the shift you wish to print
or preview.

2. Select the Print or Preview button.  

3. The  Preview screen  allows  you  to  view the  printed  form on  your
screen.  The button icons allow you to go from page to page, zoom or
close the preview.  

Transfer an Officer’s Log 
1. To transfer logs within the system, you must go to the Transfer 

Module.  

2. See Chapter 6 for details on how to use the transfer module.



Officer’s Log Reports

1. Go to the Reports Module.

2. There is a  Log  Report that will allow you to create summary Log 
Reports. 

3. On this screen you select the sort criteria to display the report.  You 
can select to view a particular officer or all officers.  Or you can select 
to view all logs for a particular division for a certain date range.  From 
this screen you can either print or preview the report.



12 CITATION/SUMMONS
This chapter describes the features and functionality
of the Citation and Court Summons module.

The Xpediter Citation/Summons module allows you to create citations and
deliver a court summons immediately to the violator at the time of citation.
Court  dates  are  entered  using  our  Court  Date  module  and  the  software
automatically assigns the next available court date to the violator at the time
of citation.  Because the courts do not have to manually process the citations,
your agency and court system will save time by citing and summoning these
individuals on the spot.

Citations can be sent to the station over the internet or to the courts using
your laptop wireless dataplan (consult your local cell phone/data provider on
availability within your area).



Entering Citation Data
Let’s assume that we’ve stopped a violator and want to generate a citation.
First  we  will  want  to  go  to  the  main  Xpediter  Field  Reporting  Screen.



Next click on the Add Form button and select the Citation Form from the
available forms list.

Fill all available information on the Case screen and select an Offense City.



Note that the Court date and time along with the court name and location
auto-populate on the form.

Next fill in all violator info.



Next add the Offense Info.



The Penal Code Search will allow you to search for a violation.



The vehicle screen captures information about the vehicle involved.



Once these sections have been completed return to  the control  center to
preview the report.

The Xpediter Citation Report allows you to print a regular citation/summons
or a juvenile summons with or without your comments.



An example of the preview report.

Once the report is complete you can transfer the report using the standard
Xpediter Transfer module.



First select the report to transfer.



If your court  repository is an ftp server, select the ftp option from in the
“Transfer To” list.



Then initiate the transfer using the Initiate button.



You can also e-mail the file as an attachment by first generating a file from
the Transfer module.



Bring  up  your  preferred  e-mail  client.   (Outlook  Express  shown  as  an
example)



Attach your file to your message.





You can now send to your recipient.



13 COURT DATES
This chapter describes the features and functionality
of the Court Dates module.

The Court  Date  module  allows  the  software the ability  to  assign  the  next
available court date to the violator at the time of citation.  The benefit of doing
so is the ability to not only cite the violator but also serve them their summons
for their court appointment at the same time.  This process helps facilitate
accurate  citation  and  summoning  as  well  as  decrease  the  amount  of
processing and cost of labor to a department and court clerical staff.



The  population  of  available  court  dates  is  done  through  the  Court  Date
assignment module.  This module is accessed via the Admin menu as shown
below:



Once the Court Date module comes up, select the month you wish to add
appointment times to.



Verify the correct court is selected in the drop down.



To add appointments, double-click on the day of the month that you wish to
add slots.



Click the Add button to add the number of appointments to allocate for that
date and time.

Click okay when you have verified the information to be correct.



You will see that the number of appointments along with the time appear on
the date in the grid.



14 TraCS
This chapter describes the features and functionality
for TraCS data import.

The TraCS module  allows  you  to  import  data  entered  into  TraCS.   Let’s
assume that you’ve already exported data from TraCS.  For instructions on
how to do this, please refer to the TraCS user manual.

Importing TraCS data files:
First select the TraCS module from the Admin menu.



Select the browse folder button next to the file path.

Navigate to the directory where the TraCS export files are and click the OK
button.



Click on the Add button to begin the import.



You will see “Import Complete” when the process has finished.



Importing data into your report:
To import TraCS data into your report, click on the Import button to bring up
all people in the queue.



Highlight the person you would like to add and click okay.



You should now see the person on your report.



15 Image Report
This chapter describes the features and functionality
of the Image Report Module

 

Adding images to your case:
First click on the Add Form button.



Select the Supplemental Image Report from the list of reports:

Click on the OK button to add the form to your case:

Double-click on the Supplemental Image Report from the forms list to edit the 
report:





Click on the Image icon to go to the image screen:



The image screen will appear:



Click on the Add button to begin the add process:



Enter a title and description for the photo you are about to add:



Select the photo to be loaded and click on Open to load the photo into the 
report:

*** Optional ***
If your photo is larger than 1.5MB we suggest resizing the photo to minimize 
using excessive amounts of space in the database.  Click on the resize button
to do so:



Select a percentage to resize the photo:



Click on the OK button to save the resized photo to your report:



If you need to export a photo in any other report you can use the Export 
button to save the photo to your hard drive:

Enter a file name for the photo and click Save to save it to your hard drive:



Important considerations regarding the Image Report and today’s digital
cameras.

Today’s digital cameras have image sensors whose resolution far exceeds 
the capabilities of the lenses they are equipped with.  Most cameras are of the
“point and shoot” variety and are typically equipped with lenses that are 
inferior to the image sensors that sit behind them.  Unless your department 
has a digital SLR and a need to capture extremely high resolution images it is 
recommended that you turn down the resolution in the camera settings to 
something on the order of a 3 Megapixel image to conserve database space 
and prevent the Xpediter database from growing unnecessarily at an 
accelerated rate.  Our recommendation for the best resolution an most 
efficient file size would be to use a digital SLR as the digital SLR at 3MP 
resolution will produce a far superior image than a 10MP point and shoot 
consumer camera.
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